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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background

Herts Valley Clinical Commissioning Group (HVCCG) and its partners West Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS
Trust (WHHT) Hertfordshire County Council (HCC) appointed Amec Foster Wheeler to undertake a feasibility
and assessment / options review of potential greenfield sites to inform the further progression of the options
analysis for acute hospital site locations to serve West Hertfordshire and the development of a Strategic
Outline Case for the potential hospital redevelopment.
WHTT is an acute hospital Trust providing a comprehensive range of emergency and planned care services
to a population of around 500,000 people in West Hertfordshire.
WHHT is a three site hospital, the main emergency centre is in Watford, with a Minor Injuries Unit, planned
care, outpatients and intermediate care in St Albans, the Hemel Hospital site supports an Urgent Care
Centre, Outpatients and diagnostic services.
In general the overall estate has suffered from a lack of investment over recent years, following some initial
investment after a strategic review which led to the centralisation of some services in 2007-8.
Backlog maintenance levels are significant. Through the development of the Health and Social Care Strategy
reflected in ‘Your care Your Future’ and the development of the WHHT Clinical Strategy it has become clear
that the estate will require development alongside the changes in the models of care in order to ensure the
estate and acute service provision is high quality and sustainable into the medium and longer term.
Over the past year NHS partners, together with HCC, have undertaken a strategic review of local health and
care services ‘Your Care, Your Future’ and produced a strategic outline case (SoC) that sets out a future
model of care to deliver long term clinically and financially sustainable services for local residents. More
detail can be found at www.yourcareyourfuture.org
The future model of care focusses on:
f More effective prevention;
f Delivering more joined up care;
f An approach to care that seeks to maintain stability and prevent escalation to more acute levels
of care;
f Centralised and rationalised care in modern facilities; and
f A locality based, community focused model of care.
A key element of the locality based, community model of care is the development of local ‘hubs’ which bring
together health and care professionals from different organizations and provide appropriate accommodation
for delivering and co-ordinating care for local residents.
In the first instance there will be four such developments: Hemel Hempstead, Harpenden, South Oxhey and
Elstree with the potential for further.
There is an allied piece of work seeking to identify the most feasible route for redeveloping Hemel Hospital
as a new local care facility. That piece of work runs alongside this which seeks to look at the potential site
achievability of a new development in a central location.
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The Study Objectives for the greenfield site search are:
f To provide West Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS Trust (as the current owner of the sites) and its
partners with information on the possible sites which would be available as suitable and
available locations for a new hospital location as set out in Option 1 in the ‘Your Care Your
Future Strategy’; and
f To provide information that can support the development of the redevelopment Strategic Outline
Case and inform any public consultation that may be required.
The site should be accessible to a population of around 500,000 people focussing mainly at the main
population areas in Watford and Three Rivers, St Albans and Harpenden and Dacorum, but with some
access from the population of Hertsmere. The site would need to accommodate up to 80,000 m2 of clinical
space and 1,250 car parking spaces. The care provided would include emergency services, comprehensive
women’s and maternity care, day surgery, cancer care, an outpatients department, diagnostics, children’s
services and specialised care. Depending on the number of storeys the building has and the use of decked
car parking a site of between 6.8ha and 15.3ha would be required. Appendix A to this report shows how
the required footprint has been estimated.

1.2

Structure of this Report

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
f Section 2 provides the policy context at the national and local levels and implications for this
work;
f Section 3 sets out the approach to the identification of an initial ‘long list’ of sites within the study
area, the sites identified, a high level evaluation of these and findings in terms of whether or not
sites should be taken forward for more detailed consideration; and
f Section 4 sets out a detailed appraisal of the shortlisted site that should be included in the
development of the redevelopment Strategic Outline Case.
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2.

Policy Context

2.1

Introduction

This section considers the policy context at the national and local levels and implications for this work. The
land within the study area outside of the built up area boundary of settlements is within the Green Belt and
this is a major consideration in terms of the approach to site identification.

2.2

National Planning Policy - Green Belt

Paragraph 79 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states:
“The Government attaches great importance to Green Belts. The fundamental aim of Green Belt
policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the essential characteristics of
Green Belts are their openness and their permanence.”
Paragraph 80 sets out the purposes of the five purposes of Green Belt:
f “to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas;
f to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another;
f to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment;
f to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and
f to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land.”
The extent to which options are compatible with the purposes of the Green Belt will therefore be a key
consideration in site identification and evaluation.
Paragraph 83 identifies the role of local planning authorities and the control of Green Belt boundaries:
“Local planning authorities with Green Belts in their area should establish Green Belt boundaries in
their Local Plans which set the framework for Green Belt and settlement policy. Once established,
Green Belt boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the
preparation or review of the Local Plan.”
Paragraph 84 relates to the revision of Green Belt boundaries through the development plan and states:
“When drawing up or reviewing Green Belt boundaries local planning authorities should take
account of the need to promote sustainable patterns of development. They should consider the
consequences for sustainable development of channelling development towards urban areas
inside the Green Belt boundary, towards towns and villages inset within the Green Belt or towards
locations beyond the outer Green Belt boundary.”
Paragraph 85 states in part that when defining Green Belt boundaries local authorities should:
“ensure consistency with the Local Plan strategy for meeting identified requirements for sustainable
development.”
Paragraphs 83 to 85 of the NPPF emphasise the importance of development plans in revising Green Belt
boundaries and the promotion of sustainable patterns of development. Ideally there would be potential for
any site identified as part of this exercise that is in the Green Belt to be taken out of the Green Belt as part of
a plan review.
Paragraph 87 relates to development within the Green Belt:
“As with previous Green Belt policy, inappropriate development is, by definition, harmful to the
Green Belt and should not be approved except in very special circumstances.”
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Paragraph 88 relates to the consideration of development proposals within the Green Belt and states:
“When considering any planning application, local planning authorities should ensure that
substantial weight is given to any harm to the Green Belt. ‘Very special circumstances’ will not exist
unless the potential harm to the Green Belt by reason of inappropriateness, and any other harm, is
clearly outweighed by other considerations.”
Paragraphs 87 and 88 taken together emphasise the potential difficulties associated with taking a site
through the application process with the site in the Green Belt and the need to identify very special
circumstances for allowing development.
Paragraph 89 is important because it defines the exceptions to inappropriate development (our emphasis):
“A local planning authority should regard the construction of new buildings as inappropriate in
Green Belt. Exceptions to this are:
f buildings for agriculture and forestry;
f provision of appropriate facilities for outdoor sport, outdoor recreation and for cemeteries, as
long as it preserves the openness of the Green Belt and does not conflict with the purposes of
including land within it;
f the extension or alteration of a building provided that it does not result in disproportionate
additions over and above the size of the original building;
f the replacement of a building, provided the new building is in the same use and not materially
larger than the one it replaces;
f limited infilling in villages, and limited affordable housing for local community needs under
policies set out in the Local Plan; or
f limited infilling or the partial or complete redevelopment of previously developed sites
(brownfield land), whether redundant or in continuing use (excluding temporary
buildings), which would not have a greater impact on the openness of the Green Belt and
the purpose of including land within it than the existing development.”
If development could meet the requirements of paragraph 89 (6) it would not need to demonstrate very
special circumstances because it would not be inappropriate development.

2.3

Local Policy Context

Dacorum Borough Council
The current development plan for Dacorum Borough Council is made up of the following:
f Local Planning Framework Core Strategy (adopted September 2013);
f ‘Saved’ Policies from the Dacorum Borough Local Plan 1991-2011, not superseded by the
above, as identified in the Local Plan Policy Schedule, September 2013;
f Hertfordshire Minerals Local Plan Review 2002-2016 (adopted March 2007);
f Hertfordshire Waste Core Strategy and Development Management Policies (adopted November
2012); and
f Hertfordshire Waste Site Allocations Document (adopted July 2014).
The Council’s Local Development Scheme (LDS) also identifies the following documents:
f An Area Action Plan for East Hemel Hempstead jointly with St. Albans City and District Council;
f Site Allocations Development Plan Document (DPD); and
f Development Management Document.
September 2016
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In February 2016, the Council submitted the Site Allocations DPD for public examination. It demonstrates
how the policies and proposals set out in Dacorum’s adopted Core Strategy (September 2013) will be
delivered.
Dacorum Borough Council have produced a number of supplementary planning guidance documents and
advice notes. These guidance documents elaborate on the policies in the adopted Local Plan, either by
providing more detail on general matters or for specific land areas. These documents are referred to either
as "supplementary planning guidance" (SPG) or "supplementary planning document" (SPD).
Supplementary planning documents are essentially the same as supplementary planning guidance but have
been prepared according to the detailed provisions of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and
associated Regulations and Advice. Where there is a conflict between their content and that of the adopted
Core Strategy, the Core Strategy will take precedence.
The Local Plan Policy Schedule 2013 identifies the following documents as retained:
f Environmental Guidelines, May 2004;
f Landscape Character Assessment, May 2004; and
f Accessibility Zones - Parking Standards, July 2002.
The Council has produced the following Supplementary Planning Documents which the Local Plan Policy
Schedule identifies as retained:
f Planning Obligations, April 2011;
f Energy efficiency and conservation, July 2005;
f Water conservation, July 2005; and
f Affordable housing, originally adopted January 2013.
The Council has also produced an advice note on Sustainable Development, March 2011.
The Council’s Local Development Scheme (LDFS) indicates that it is committed to an early partial review
(EPR) of the development plan. The LDS indicates that this will be in place by 2017/18.
The EPR will include detailed consideration of:
f a) household projections;
f b) the role and function of the Green Belt affecting Dacorum, including long term boundaries
and the potential to identify safeguarded land beyond 2031; and more significantly; and
f c) the role that effective co-operation with local planning authorities could play in meeting any
housing needs arising from Dacorum. This element will include St Albans district and relevant
areas lying beyond the Green Belt.
Background technical work has already commenced. Stage 1 of a comprehensive Green Belt Review has
been carried out jointly with St Albans City and District Council and Welwyn Hatfield Council, and published.
The early partial review will necessitate further additional technical work. This will include Stage 2 of the
Green Belt Review (looking in more detail at locations identified in the initial study as contributing least to
Green Belt purposes); the updating of existing studies, such as the Strategic Housing Market Assessment,
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment and work relating to population and household projections.
The EPR will take the form of a single ‘Local Plan,’ containing site allocations and development management
policies in addition to strategic policies covering the development of the Borough of Dacorum. Existing
policies and designations will be reviewed and updated as appropriate, taking into account new evidence
and the outcome of discussions under the duty to co-operate.
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Dacorum Local Plan – Implications for this Study
Given the protection that the NPPF affords to the Green Belt if a site in the Green Belt were to be identified
in Dacorum it would be preferable for that site to be removed from the Green Belt and incorporated in the
EPR as a proposal. Dacorum is at an early stage in the review and there is therefore a potential window of
opportunity for a site to be incorporated in the revised development plan. Informal discussions with
members of the policy team identified a number of potential sites and these are considered in Section 3 of
this report.

2.4

City and District of St. Albans

The Development Plan consists of:
f The saved policies of the adopted St Albans City and District Local Plan, adopted in 1994; and
f Hertfordshire Minerals Local Plan Review 2002-2016 (adopted March 2007);
f Hertfordshire Waste Core Strategy and Development Management Policies (adopted November
2012);and
f Hertfordshire Waste Site Allocations Document (adopted July 2014).
The Adopted Local Plan covered the period to 2001. Saved polices are planning policies from previous
Local Plans that remain part of the statutory development plan. In the case of St Albans these are set out in
a letter from the Government Office for the East of England dated May 2009.
The St Albans Strategic Local Plan (Publication Draft) 2011-2031 was published January 2016. Whilst the
Plan is still in draft form it is at a relatively advanced stage and provides an important indication of the
preferred strategic locations for growth in the District. Relevant policies are reviewed below.
Policy SP1: Spatial Strategy and Development Strategy
This policy states that all development will make efficient use of land and take a sequential approach that
gives priority to urban locations. The majority of new development will be concentrated in existing
settlements, in the following priority order:
f City, Towns – main urban settlements excluded from the Green Belt. This includes Hemel
Hempstead with expansion into the District;
f Villages excluded from the Green Belt;
f Green Belt settlements; and
f Rest of the Green Belt.
The following Broad Locations for greenfield Green Belt development indicated in the Key Diagram are the
main locations where future development needs that cannot be accommodated within existing urban areas
and other previously developed land will be met.
Broad Location - Mixed Use (to be excluded from Green Belt)
f East Hemel Hempstead (North); and
f East Hemel Hempstead (South).
Up to 2,500 dwellings within the Plan period, with employment / leisure space, education and community
infrastructure land.
Part of the land excluded from the Green Belt in this location will be reserved land retained to meet longerterm development needs, potentially beyond the Plan period. Boundaries of areas for immediate
development and reservation will be defined in the DLP.
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Development phasing will be detailed in the DLP or East Hemel Hempstead Area Action Plan. Decisions on
release of reserved land will be made through future plan review.
North West Harpenden and East St Albans are also identified as Broad Locations.
Policy SLP13a: East Hemel Hempstead (North) Broad Location – Mixed Use
The objective is to provide a major urban extension of Hemel Hempstead to meet the needs of the St Albans
housing market area and sub-regional economic development objectives for growth in the M1 corridor.
The policy identifies the need for:
f A substantial urban extension – minimum capacity circa 1,500 dwellings – ;
f Minimum 40% Affordable Housing;
f A 3FE primary school to serve the new community;
f An 8FE secondary school to serve the new and existing communities; to be located either here
or in East Hemel Hempstead (South) Broad Location;
f New neighbourhood and local centres, including commercial development opportunities;
f Recreation space;
f Other community facilities, including health provision; and
f Between here and East Hemel Hempstead (South) - 200 of the 600 rented affordable homes to
be provided at nil land cost – to maximise opportunities for social rent rather than affordable
rent.
It is currently intended that an East Hemel Hempstead Area Action (Local) Plan (AAP) will be prepared to
guide the development of this area, including details of the infrastructure required.
Policy SLP13b: East Hemel Hempstead (South) Broad Location – Mixed Use
This policy shares the same objective as SLP13a. The policy identifies the need for:
f A substantial urban extension – minimum capacity circa 1,000 dwellings;
f Minimum 40% Affordable Housing;
f A 2FE primary school (with land to expand to 3 FE; 3 HA minimum) to serve the new
community;
f A secondary school to serve the new and existing communities; to be located either here or in
East Hemel Hempstead (North) Broad Location;
f Gypsy and traveller accommodation; two 15 pitch sites;
f Significant scale employment provision for a range of uses including: offices, research and
development, light industrial and logistics; broadly within the 55 Ha area north of Breakspear
Way and south of Punchbowl Lane, with the aim of providing in the order of 8,000 jobs; and
f Potentially this area will include provision of reserve land for long-term housing development
post 2031 (area to be defined – with earliest release post 2026, to be assessed through Plan
review).
Policy SLP15: Economic Prosperity and Employment
This policy includes provision for significant new employment development will be made within the East
Hemel Hempstead Broad Locations – Mixed Use (SLP 13b).
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The Government has also confirmed that an Enterprise Zone would be designated, including land on the
eastern side of Hemel Hemptead. The EZ will focus on the Enviro-Tech sector.
Watling Chase Community Forest
Watling Chase Community Forest is one of 12 national community forests. It covers an area of over 70
square miles (181 sq. km) to the north of London, including the southern part of St Albans District. The vision
in the Watling Chase Plan aims to achieve widespread landscape improvement with woodland planting and
increased opportunities for nature conservation, leisure and recreational access.
The Infrastructure Delivery Schedule for the Strategic Local Plan sets out actions to deliver the Forest,
including an aim to increase woodland cover by 30% over the plan period.
St Albans Strategic Local Plan – Implications for this Study
St Albans District Council is at a relatively advanced stage in the plan preparation process and it would be
very difficult for the Council to revise the Strategic Local Plan to accommodate a new hospital site without
additional consultation on the plan and a refresh of the associated evidence base, e.g. Green Belt review,
transport and infrastructure related work etc. Whilst the eastern side of Hemel Hempstead represents an
area of strategic growth the mix of land uses identified in the area identified for development is established.
Any revisions to that would impact on housing delivery, and compensatory sites would need to be identified
elsewhere. A range of uses that contribute to a sustainable community, e.g. secondary school, open space
have also been identified. There is also a strong focus on economic development within the Enterprise Zone
(discussed later in this section), with a significant area of land allocated for employment. A hospital would
not be compatible with these uses and would impact on the amount of land available for employment related
uses.

2.5

Watford Borough

Watford’s development plan is:
f The Watford Local Plan 2006-2031 Part 1 Core Strategy;
f The remaining saved policies of the Watford District Plan 2000; and
f The Minerals and Waste Local Plans, prepared by Hertfordshire County.
The Council is also preparing the Local Plan 2006-2031 Part 2 - Development Management Policies and Site
Allocations.
Part 1 of Watford’s Local Plan – the Core Strategy --was adopted on 30th January 2013. The Core Strategy
sets out the vision, objectives and spatial strategy for Watford borough to 2031 and forms the strategic
planning context.
Part 2 of the Local Plan will replace and update the remaining Watford District Plan 2000 policies and site
allocations, to support the delivery of the Core Strategy vision and objectives by:
f 1) Identifying sites and areas for specific purposes; and
f 2) Providing environmental criteria against which development proposals and planning
applications can be judged.
Special Policy Areas and Mixed Use Allocations
Special Policy Areas (SPAs) were identified as broad locations in the Core Strategy, the precise boundaries
are set in Local Plan Part 2 and illustrated on the Proposals Map.
The SPAs include SPA3 the Health Campus. This includes proposals for improvements to the acute health
facilities at Watford Hospital.
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The majority of proposals in the Local Plan 2 involve the re-use of previously developed land and buildings.
Proposal E6 is a greenfield site on the north western side of Watford adjacent to Leavesden Studios. There
proposals are for Studios (TV and Film industry based employment).
Watford Borough Local Plan – Implications for the Study
Discussions with members of the Local Plan team undertaken as part of this study confirmed that there was
no land available within the Borough. The redevelopment of the Health Campus is a key priority for the
Council.

2.6

Hertsmere Borough Council Local Plan

One of the sites considered in Section 3 lies within Hertsmere Borough Council’s administrative area. The
current Development Plan for Hertsmere Borough comprises of:
f The Adopted Core Strategy Local Plan (2013);
f Elstree Way Corridor Area Action Plan;
f The Saved Policies in the 2003 Local Plan and adopted May 2003; and
f The Minerals and Waste Local Plans, prepared by Hertfordshire County.
The Council has a number of SPDs in use and these are kept under review.
A partial review of the adopted Core Strategy Local Plan (2013) has recently commenced. The partial review
will focus on housing need (including gypsy and traveller pitch requirements) and employment land needs.
A Site Allocations and Development Management Local Plan Document is also being prepared. The site
allocation section identifies site-specific allocations for a range of uses such as housing, employment, retail,
leisure and community uses, within the parameters set by the Core Strategy. Development Management
policies within the same document will provide policies against which planning applications will be assessed.
The adopted Core Strategy includes a settlement hierarchy with Borehamwood as the main town and Potters
Bar and Bushey as the next towns in the hierarchy.
Hertsmere Borough Council Local Plan – Implications for this study
Hertsmere Borough Council officers were invited to contribute to the study but did not respond in time for
their comments to be incorporated in this report. A potential site has been identified and is discussed in
Section 3. It is within an area where the Council does not envisage significant development in the current
local plan.

2.7

West Hertfordshire Enterprise Zone

The Chancellor’s Autumn Statement and Spending Review for 2015 confirmed that a bid for Enterprise Zone
(EZ) status in West Hertfordshire was successful. The EZ includes land in Dacorum and St Albans Districts,
including the land identified for employment use in the St Albans Strategic Local Plan. 1 The focus will be on
uses in the Enviro-Tech sector. The EZ designation will be accompanied by Local Development Orders
(LDOs) that set the planning framework for the area as well as discounted business rates for firms in the
area. The EZ designation is an important consideration in the suitability and availability of potential sites for
a new acute hospital.
The EZ designation also includes other parts of West Hertfordshire focussed on BRE in Watford and
Rothamsted Research in Harpenden.

1

http://enterprisezones.communities.gov.uk/ez-map/
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Minerals Local Plan

Hertfordshire County Council is currently in the early stages of reviewing the adopted Minerals Local Plan
2002-2016 (adopted March 2007).
The adopted Plan includes the following:
f Sand and Gravel Belt – the area in the south of the County were sand and gravel deposits are
concentrated;
f Mineral Consultation Areas – areas of potential mineral resource where the County Council will
object to development proposals within or adjacent to them unless it is demonstrated that the
land affected does not contain potentially workable mineral deposits and/or there is an
overriding need for development and the mineral cannot practically be extracted in advance;
f Preferred Areas- The additional parcels of land likely to be required to make up the balance of
the County’s contribution to the regional apportionment for the plan period (to 2016) and the
landbank period beyond; and
f Extraction sites - Specific Sites for sand and gravel extraction are identified on the Proposals
Map and listed at Appendix 5 of the Plan.
The extent of these areas as they relate to this work is shown in later in this report in Figure 3.2.

2.9

Conclusions

The land within the study area outside of the built up area boundary of settlements is within the Green Belt
and this is a major consideration in terms of the approach to site identification.
Paragraphs 83 to 85 of the NPPF emphasise the importance of development plans in revising Green Belt
boundaries and the promotion of sustainable patterns of development. Ideally there would be potential for
any site identified as part of this exercise that is in the Green Belt to be taken out of the Green Belt as part of
a plan review.
Paragraphs 87 and 88 of the NPPF taken together emphasise the potential difficulties associated with taking
a site through the application process with the site in the Green Belt and the need to identify very special
circumstances for allowing development.
Paragraph 89 (6) is important because it defines the exceptions to inappropriate development which include
complete redevelopment of previously developed sites (brownfield land), whether redundant or in continuing
use (excluding temporary buildings), which would not have a greater impact on the openness of the Green
Belt and the purpose of including land within it than the existing development. If development could meet the
requirements of paragraph 89 (6) it would not need to demonstrate very special circumstances because it
would not be inappropriate development.
Watling Chase Community Forest is also an important policy consideration, covering an extensive area of St.
Albans District.
Dacorum is at an early stage in the review and there is therefore a potential window of opportunity for a site
to be incorporated in the revised development plan and the Green Belt boundary amended accordingly.
Discussions with officers identified potential sites within the Borough and these are discussed in Section 3 of
this report.
St Albans District Council is at a relatively advanced stage in the plan preparation process and it would be
very difficult for the Council to revise the Strategic Local Plan to accommodate a new hospital site without
additional consultation on the plan and a refresh of the associated evidence base, e.g. Green Belt review,
transport and infrastructure related work etc. Potential locations for a new hospital are discussed in Section
3 of this report.
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Discussions with members of the Local Plan team undertaken as part of this study confirmed that there was
no land available within the Borough. The redevelopment of the Health Campus is a key priority for the
Council.
A site in County Council ownership was identified in Hertsmere Borough and this is discussed in Section 3 of
this report. It is within an area where the Council does not envisage significant development in the current
local plan.
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3.

Identifying a Long List of Sites

3.1

Introduction

This section presents the results of an exercise to identify constraints across the study area and potential
sites that have been identified, partly informed by the sieve mapping exercise. Individual sites are then
briefly discussed in terms of their potential:
f Suitability;
f Availability; and
f Accessibility.

3.2

Sieve Mapping Exercise

The utilisation of spatial analysis within a Geographic Information System (GIS) can provide an objective,
transparent and repeatable assessment methodology for the site selection process. Through the use of
exclusionary and discretionary selection criteria for developing a site it is possible to assess a large number
of potential sites in the desktop study and refine the list to a more manageable short-list of sites than can
have more detailed analysis performed through site visits. The following tasks have been undertaken:
f Development of exclusionary criteria where development would be unacceptable (primarily
internationally and nationally significant designations, e.g. Sites of Special Scientific Interest);
f Development of discretionary criteria where development might be considered if no other
options are available (e.g. Conservation areas, local wildlife sites);
f Acquisition of spatial information from key stakeholders for use in the multi-criteria analysis; and
f Application of the exclusionary and discretionary criteria across the study area.
3.2.1

Table 3.1 provides a list of exclusionary criteria.

Table 3.1: List of Exclusionary Criteria Relevant to the Study Area

Internationally and Nationally Important Nature Conservation:
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
Internationally and Nationally Important Sites for Cultural Heritage:
Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAMs)
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens
Registered Battlefields
Plan Allocations (excl. general industrial/protected employment):
Community uses (incl. woodland/ open space)
Safeguarded Rail Connection
Safeguarded road/rail routes

Table 3.2 provides a list of discretionary criteria
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Table 3.2: List of Discretionary Criteria Relevant to the Study Area
Planning Constraint
Locally Important Nature Conservation Sites:
Local Nature Reserves (LNRs)
Sites of Biological Interest (SBIs)
Area Tree Preservation Orders
Individual Tree Preservation Orders*
Locally Important Sites for Cultural Heritage:*
Conservation Areas
Listed Buildings*
Protected Landscapes/Other Areas:
Reserved for Community Uses (Woodland Zones)
Regionally Important Geological Sites
Minerals Safeguarding Zone

Note that the Green Belt is treated as neutral in this exercise, with the boundary of the area currently in the
Green Belt indicated.
The extent of exclusionary and discretionary criteria in the study area is shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
Figure 3.1 shows a range of constraints, with Figure 3.2 focussing on constraints associated with minerals.

3.3

Assessing Accessibility

Travel time analysis was undertaken using TRACC software in order to consider existing transport provisions
for 18 potential sites. One large site was subsequently subdivided and alternative access points considered,
giving 19 options in total. The analysis was conducting in TRACC using three stages:
f Origin/destination calculations;
f Thematic contouring; and
f Demographic data report to produce a comparative analysis of sites.

Origin/destination calculations
The comparative analysis used origin/destination calculations to assess travel times. The origin points were
set to 250m equally spaced points set across the whole of West Hertfordshire comprising of Dacorum, St
Albans, Hertsmere, Watford and Three Rivers.
Origin/destination calculations for car travel times utilised ITN/Urban Path data which is the Ordnance
Survey’s premium and most detailed dataset. An 800m maximum walking distance to the nearest road
network was set to eliminate long walking journeys.
At this stage accessibility to public transport was not considered because it was recognised that there would
probably be a need to strengthen public transport accessibility.
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Thematic contouring
From each origin/destination calculation the results were mapped in TRACC using thematic contouring with
time ranges. Car travel contours were set to a lower maximum travel time of 20 minutes at 5 minute intervals.

Comparative analysis
The final stage of the accessibility assessment was the comparative calculations which were carried out
using the demographic data report tool in TRACC. Census data was imported from datacutter on population
counts by output areas within West Hertfordshire. This data was then combined with the thematic contouring
to produce tabular data indicating total population counts of residents within various travel time distances to
the potential site access points. Sites were then ranked according to how they performed relative to the other
options considered. Account was also taken of existing congestion levels on the road network using Maps
app in www.google.co.uk. Appendix B presents the results of this exercise.

3.4

The Long List of Sites

A list of sites that it is considered appropriate to comment on has been developed through discussions with
Hertfordshire County Council, St Albans and Dacorum District Councils and Watford Borough Council.
Some sites were also suggested by other stakeholders during the course of the study and these have been
commented on.
The long list of sites is provided in Table 3.1. Sites have been given a numerical reference and are
presented in numerical order. Figure 3.3 shows the location of the sites.
In assessing sites consideration has been given to:
f Suitability: This includes impact on the Green Belt, highways, environmental and other factors,
e.g. compatibility with existing uses;
f Availability: Is the site in current use, is there a prospect of the site being made available?; and
f Accessibility: current levels of accessibility by private car are examined for the identified sites.
At this stage proximity to public transport services has not been factored in because the nature
of this exercise and the sites under consideration means that many of the sites are not currently
served by public transport.
A Red / Amber /Green ‘scoring’ system has been used for each of these considerations. See Table 3.3
below:
Table 3.3: Approach to Scoring of Sites
Factor

Redz
z

Amberz
z

Greenz
z

Suitability

Exclusionary criteria applies (see
Table 3.1) and/or a local authority
has indicated that the site would
not be suitable because of impact
on the Green Belt or some other
factor and/or overriding highways
issue.

Some impact on the Green
Belt and/or other policy
considerations.

No obvious constraints, including
highways, site outside the Green Belt or
very special circumstances would not need
to be demonstrated.

Availability

Site is not available.

Site availability uncertain at
this stage and/or other factors
to consider, e.g. existing uses
on site.

Site is available.

Accessibility

Option with less than 500,000
population within 20 minutes’ drive
time within the study area.

Option with less than 545,000
population within 20 minutes’
drive time within the study
area.

Option with 545,000 plus population within
20 minutes’ drive time within the study
area.
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Analysis and Conclusions

Table 3.4 below presents the results of the analysis of each of the sites in terms of suitability, availability and
accessibility. . It is apparent that there is not a significant variation between the majority of sites in terms of the
population within the study area that is within 20 minutes’ drive time, although levels of congestion do vary. Appendix
C looks at highways considerations at each site, informing the assessment of suitability.
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Table 3.4: Long List of Sites

Site Ref and Name

Local
authority

Comments

Score

Shortlist (Yes/No)

1. Bovingdon
Airfield

Dacorum

Suitability: This site is in the Green Belt. It has a training prison adjacent
which was built on the former Technical Site of the Airfield. Site is currently in
use, no other apparent constraints.
Potential access along southwestern site frontage, given the wide, well
surfaced, access at Bovingdon Market entrance where appropriate visibility
appears achievable.
The site is constrained by its peripheral location to A roads and the strategic
road network.

z

No – site performs poorly in accessibility terms. Although it is
in existing use and may therefore constitute previously
developed land (wholly or in part) this characteristic is not
considered sufficient to override its poor accessibility. The
current open nature of the site means that the provisions of
paragraph 89 of the NPPF (relating to the re-use of land in
the Green Belt would not apply). The site is constrained by
its peripheral location to A roads and the strategic road
network.

Availability: Site is currently in private sector ownership. The Airfield is no
longer operational and currently used for a range of activities, including TV
and Film, market, private functions etc. so may not be available.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to site provides for the lowest
number of people compared to the other options (ranked 19/19). This is due
to the remote, far westerly location of the site within the search area. No
congestion noted around the area.

z

Suitability: This site is in the Green Belt. It is a Greenfield site on the
southern side of Hemel Hempstead, approximately 8ha in total. The Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment for Dacorum notes that the site
overlaps with an Unregistered Historic Park and Garden. There is a Site of
Special Scientific Interest to the west of the site.
No suitable means of accessing the site identified.

z

2. Two waters area
Hemel Hempstead
A41/A41 spur

Dacorum

Use of gated farm access unsuitable given the:
Character of A414 Two Waters Road (e.g. central reservation, vehicle
speeds, traffic flows etc.).
Significant cost implication to provide an appropriate access junction.
Access off A41 off-slip unsuitable given the:
x
x

speeds at which traffic will be coming off the A41.
road safety implications of having an access off an off-slip.

Availability: Site is currently in private sector ownership and has been
promoted for housing so reasonable to assume it is available.
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z

No – site may not be suitable because of highways
constraints and presence of the SSSI, which restricts access
options. Site performs relatively poorly in accessibility terms.
No suitable means of access identified.
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Site Ref and Name

3. Land to the east
of Hemel
Hempstead Hospital
(Paradise Fields)

4a) Land east of
A41
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Local
authority

Dacorum

Dacorum

Comments

Score

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a low
number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 15/19). Moderate
congestion is noted for traffic routing through Hemel Hempstead via Lough
Roundabout which may affect modelled travel times.
Suitability: This site is not in the Green Belt. The site is within the built up
area of Hemel Hempstead but is a Greenfield site. The Hemel Hempstead
Town Centre Masterplan 2011-2021 (2013) indicates that the area should be
partly retained as open space as part of the redevelopment of the wider Town
Centre and Hemel Hempstead Hospital. The Masterplan also notes that the
area has significant ecological value. The Masterplan suggests that the
majority of Paradise Fields will be retained as open space but part of the area
could be used to provide school playing fields.
There is potential suitability for the site in terms of access. Planning
permission to redevelop the hospital site and provide additional housing to the
east may present an opportunity to tie in with associated new access links via
Hillfield Road.
Availability: Parts of the site have previously been put forward for
development therefore it is reasonable to assume that the site is potentially
available.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a low
number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 18/19). Moderate
congestion noted for traffic routing through Hemel Hempstead via Lough
Roundabout may affect modelled travel times.
Suitability: This site is in the Green Belt. Note the site boundary shows the
full extent of land in the ownership of the County Council. Not all of this area
would be suitable for development as it includes a Scheduled Ancient
Monument. Site is on the western side of Kings Langley close to Junction 20
of the M25. Part of an agricultural holding that straddles either side of the
A41 Kings Langley bypass. There is a Grade II Listed Building on site (Cedar
Lodge).
The A4251 to the east is a suitable access road and has potential access to
site gained through Wayside Farm entrances. There is potential to create an
arm off Home Park Mill Link Road/A4251 roundabout to serve the site.

z

z

Shortlist (Yes/No)

No – although the site is not in the Green Belt it is not
considered suitable as the intention is that it should form part
of the redevelopment of the town centre, contributing to open
space provision (as the town centre’s principal natural asset)
and school playing fields. Site also includes a Local Wildlife
Site. The location of a new primary school has also to be
determined. The site also scores low in accessibility terms.

z

z

z

Yes – Site performs well in accessibly terms. There are a
number of development considerations and the site boundary
should be amended to exclude the SAM. Site is potentially
available.
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Site Ref and Name

4b) Land west of
A41

Local
authority

Dacorum

Comments

Score

Availability: The site is owned by Hertfordshire County Council. The site is
currently occupied but could be made available.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a high
number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 3/19). Moderate
congestion is noted for traffic routing through the A41 and M25 (following
congestion on M1/M25 interchange for traffic heading north and south) which
may affect modelled travel times.

z

Suitability: Elevated and visually exposed site. Harm to the Green Belt.
Chipperfield Road is a suitable access road and has potential access onto the
site via Kings Langley Riding School. Chipperfield Road has limited and
indirect access routes onto the A41 and other key road networks and utilises
primarily rural road networks to the west and south.

z

Potentially access via Langley Lodge if carriageway were to be widened and
bridge structure upgraded.
Availability: The site is owned by Hertfordshire County Council. The site is
currently occupied but could be made available.
Accessibility:
Chipperfield Road access: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides
for a low number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 14/19). Minor
congestion is noted for eastern traffic routing through A41 and M25 (following
minor congestion on M1/M25 interchange) which may affect modelled travel
times.
Langley Lodge Lane access: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site
provides for a high number of people compared to the other sites (ranked
4/19). No congestion along Langley Lodge Lane itself, however, moderate
congestion is noted for traffic routing through the A41 and M25 (following
congestion on M1/M25 interchange for traffic heading north and south) which
may affect modelled travel times.
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z

z

z

Shortlist (Yes/No)

No – Although the site performs well in accessibility terms
(with access assumed from Langley Lodge Lane) it is not
considered suitable because of the harm that would be done
to the Green Belt at this elevated and visually exposed site.
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Site Ref and Name

Local
authority

Comments

Score

Shortlist (Yes/No)

5. Maylands
Gateway

Dacorum

Suitability: This site is outside of the Green Belt. It lies to the south of the
Maylands Business Area, north of Breakspear Way. It is bounded by Green
Lane, Maylands Avenue (although a site to the west of Maylands Avenue is
included), Boundary Way and the housing development at Hales Park.
Current uses within the Gateway area includes the Woodwells Caravan Park,
Woodwells Cemetery, the former Lucas sports ground and part of the Avivaowned Peoplebuilding site.
This site is outside of the Green Belt within the wider Maylands Master Plan
area and also falls within the EZ. A hospital would not be compatible with the
proposed employment uses and the EZ allocation.
Potential access via Maylands Avenue, Buncefield Lane and Boundary Way.

z

No – Although the site lies outside of the Green Belt and
performs well in accessibility terms it is not considered
suitable because it falls within the proposed EZ and a hospital
would not be compatible with the proposed employment uses
and the EZ allocation.

Availability: Maylands Gateway is largely in public ownership with Dacorum
Borough Council and the Homes and Communities Agency owning the
majority of land. The whole area is approximately 32 hectares. There are
some existing occupants on site.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a high
number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 6/19). Moderate
congestion is noted for traffic routing along the short section of A414
Breakspear Way within proximity to the potential site access. Congestion
noted for traffic exiting/entering M1 in the PM only. Congestion noted to the
west at Plough roundabout. Congestion is likely to affect modelled travel
times.

z

Suitability: This site is currently in the Green Belt. This area is part of the
area that is identified in the Strategic Local Plan for St Albans to the north and
south of the A414. The Local Plan seeks to provide housing, schools and
local centres, along with open space. This area is not considered suitable or
available for a hospital site. The St Albans Strategic Local Plan is at a
relatively advanced stage. Part of the site is also within the safeguarding
area for the Buncefield Oil Terminal and locating a hospital in that area would
not be appropriate.
Potential access via existing access off B487 Hemel Hempstead Road.

z

6. Eastern side of
Hemel Hempstead
- North
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St Albans

No – although the site performs well in accessibility terms, it
is not considered suitable or available for a hospital site. The
St Albans Strategic Local Plan is at a relatively advanced
stage and seeks to allocate the land for other uses, the
introduction of a hospital at this stage in the plan preparation
process would impact on the ability of the allocation to be
delivered and also require the evidence base for the plan to
be reviewed.
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Site Ref and Name

7. Eastern side of
Hemel Hempstead
- South
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Local
authority

St Albans

Comments

Score

Availability: Site owned by the Crown Estate. Assumed site not available
given the existing policy context.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a high
number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 2/19). Moderate
congestion is noted for traffic routing along the short section of A414
Breakspear Way within proximity to the potential site access. Congestion
noted for traffic exiting/entering M1 in the PM only. Congestion noted to the
west at Plough roundabout. Congestion is likely to affect modelled travel
times.

z

Suitability: This site is currently in the Green Belt. This area is part of the
area that is identified in the Strategic Local Plan for St Albans to the north and
south of the A414. The mix of uses includes 1,000 dwellings, significant
employment and primary school. The employment element also falls within
the proposed Enterprise Zone.
Potential to utilise all existing points of access off Green Lane/Boundary Way,
Hogg End Lane and A414.

z

Availability: Site owned by the Crown Estate. Assumed site not available
given the existing policy context.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for the
highest number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 1/19).
Moderate congestion is noted for traffic routing along the short section of
A414 Breakspear Way within proximity to the potential site access.
Congestion noted for traffic exiting/entering M1 in the PM only. Congestion
noted to west at Plough roundabout. Congestion is likely to affect modelled
travel times.

z

Shortlist (Yes/No)

No – although the site performs well in accessibility terms it is
not considered suitable because of the existing policy
context, which allocates the site for housing and employment.
Part of the site also falls within the proposed EZ, where the
focus is on employment related uses.
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Site Ref and Name

Local
authority

Comments

Score

Shortlist (Yes/No)

8. Gorhambury
Estate

St Albans

Suitability: This site is currently in the Green Belt. This area lies to the south
of the site referred to above and encompasses the remainder of the land
between Hemel Hempstead and the M1. It is predominantly in Crown Estate
ownership. The proximity of this site to the proposed strategic allocation in
the St Albans District Strategic Local Plan could create uncertainties around
the deliverability of the strategic allocations, e.g. in relation to capacity of the
existing highways network.
Potential access via the A4147 Hemel Hempstead Road.

z

No – The proximity of this site to the proposed strategic
allocation in the St Albans District Strategic Local Plan could
create uncertainties around the deliverability of the strategic
allocations, e.g. in relation to capacity of the existing
highways network. Site is also ranked 5 out of 19 in terms of
accessibility.

Availability: The concern that the consideration of this site could create
uncertainties around the deliverability of the allocation also impacts on its
availability.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a high
number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 5/19). However,
significant congestion is noted for traffic routing through the A5183/A4147
roundabout to the east. Congestion also noted along the A414 to the west
(routing through Hemel Hempstead). This congestion is highly likely to have a
significant impact on modelled travel times.

z

Suitability: This area is in the Green Belt. St Albans District Council has
indicated that development here would not be supported because of the harm
to the Green Belt associated with the extension of the built up area boundary
of St Albans and narrowing of the gap between it and the motorway.
Potential points of access off the A4147 Hemel Hempstead Road and
Appspond Lane.

z

Availability: Site in private ownership but being promoted for development.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a
moderate number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 7/19).
However, significant congestion is noted for traffic routing along A5183/A4147
roundabout to the west. Congestion also noted along the A414 to the east
(routing through Hemel Hempstead). This congestion is highly likely to have a
significant impact on modelled travel times.

z

9. Land north and
south of the A414,
Potters Crouch
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St Albans

No - St Albans District Council has indicated that
development here would not be supported because of the
harm to the Green Belt associated with the extension of the
built up area boundary of St Albans and narrowing of the gap
between it and the motorway.
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Site Ref and Name

Local
authority

Comments

Score

Shortlist (Yes/No)

10. Land south of
Bricket Wood

St Albans

Suitability: This area is in the Green Belt. St Albans District Council has
indicated that development here would not be supported because of the harm
to the Green Belt associated with the loss of land in this location and
maintaining separation between settlements.
Unsuitable accesses off the M1 and Mount Pleasant Lane.

z

No - St Albans District Council has indicated that
development here would not be supported because of the
harm to the Green Belt associated with the loss of land in this
location and maintaining separation between settlements.
Existing accesses are unsuitable.

Availability: Land in HCC ownership and potentially available.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a
moderate number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 9/19).
However, significant congestion is noted for traffic routing to site from St
Albans in the AM peak via the A405/M25 interchange. Congestion also noted
in the PM peak for A405 traffic entering the A405/M25 interchange heading to
St Albans and additionally onto the M1 heading northbound. Mount Pleasant
Lane has significant congestion in peak hours due to school drop off/pick up.
This congestion is highly likely to have a significant impact on modelled travel
times.

z

Suitability: This area is in the Green Belt. St Albans District Council has
indicated that development here would not be supported because of the harm
to the Green Belt associated with the extension of the built up area boundary
of St Albans and narrowing of the gap between it and the motorway.
Existing accesses off Blunts Lane and Noke Lane are unsuitable due to the
character of roads (e.g. rural, narrow, poor visibility etc.).

z

Availability: Site previously promoted for development and assumed to be
available.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a low
number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 16/19). Moderate
congestion is noted for traffic routing through Park Street Roundabout in peak
hours. Congestion is noted for traffic in PM peaks routing through the
A405/M25 interchange. This congestion is likely to affect modelled travel
times.

z

11. Land off
Junction 21,
Chiswell Green
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St Albans

No - St Albans District Council has indicated that
development here would not be supported because of the
harm to the Green Belt associated with the extension of the
built up area boundary of St Albans and narrowing of the gap
between it and the motorway. Existing accesses are
unsuitable.
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Site Ref and Name

Local
authority

Comments

Score

Shortlist (Yes/No)

12. Land south of
the M25 Junction
21a, Bricket Wood

St Albans

Suitability: This area is in the Green Belt. St Albans District Council has
indicated that development here would not be supported because of the harm
to the Green Belt associated with the extension of the built up area boundary
of St Albans and narrowing of the gap between it and the motorway.
Potential access off the A405 N Orbital Road.
Availability: Site previously promoted for development and assumed to be
available.
Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a
moderate number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 10/18).
Significant congestion is noted for traffic routing to site from St Albans in the
AM peak via the A405/M25 interchange. Congestion is noted in the PM peak
for A405 traffic entering the A405/M25 interchange heading to St Albans and
onto the M1 northbound. This congestion is highly likely to have a significant
impact on modelled travel times.
Suitability: This area is in the Green Belt. St Albans District Council has
indicated that development here would not be supported because of the harm
to the Green Belt associated with the extension of the built up area boundary
of St Albans and narrowing of the gap between it and the motorway.
Access road (Noke Lane) unsuitable due to narrow, rural character.
Availability: Land in HCC ownership and potentially available.
Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a
moderate number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 10/18).
Congestion is noted for traffic routing through Park Street Roundabout in
peak hours. Congestion is noted for traffic in PM peaks routing through the
A405/M25 interchange. This congestion is likely to affect modelled travel
times.
Suitability: This area is in the Green Belt. St Albans District Council has
indicated that development here would not be supported because of the harm
to the Green Belt associated with the extension of the built up area boundary
of St Albans and narrowing of the gap between it and the motorway.
Access point on Lye Lane, unsuitable due to character of road.

z

No - St Albans District Council has indicated that
development here would not be supported because of the
harm to the Green Belt associated with the extension of the
built up area boundary of St Albans and narrowing of the gap
between it and the motorway.

13. Land north of
Noke Lane

14. Land adjacent to
Junction 21a)
Bricket Wood
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St Albans

St Albans

z
z

z

z
z

z

No - St Albans District Council has indicated that
development here would not be supported because of the
harm to the Green Belt associated with the extension of the
built up area boundary of St Albans and narrowing of the gap
between it and the motorway. Access road unsuitable due to
narrow, rural character.

No - St Albans District Council has indicated that
development here would not be supported because of the
harm to the Green Belt associated with the extension of the
built up area boundary of St Albans and narrowing of the gap
between it and the motorway. Access point on Lye Lane,
unsuitable due to character of road.
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Site Ref and Name

15. Land at
Patchetts Green

Local
authority

Hertsmere

Comments

Score

Availability: Site previously promoted for development and assumed to be
available.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a
moderate number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 8/19).
Congestion is noted for traffic routing through Park Street Roundabout in
peak hours. Congestion is noted for traffic in PM peaks routing through the
A405/M25 interchange. This congestion is likely to affect modelled travel
times.

z

Suitability: The site includes a large block of woodland and a Golf and
Country Club. Land to the north and south of Radlett Road outside of these
uses has the most potential but see comments in relation to accessibility.
Hertsmere Borough Council was invited to comment on the site but did not.
The M1 and A41 are both unsuitable access roads due to their character (e.g.
central reservation, vehicle speeds, flows etc).

z

Shortlist (Yes/No)

No – Site ranks 13 out of 19 in terms of accessibility,
although it is close to a motorway junction direct, or near
direct, access from the motorway is not feasible and there is
a significant block of woodland in this area that inhibits
development. The woodland is significant given that the site
lies within the Community Forest.

Suitable access via Radlett Road with a number of existing farm access gates
onto the site.
Potential to develop land bordering Patchetts Green to the west.

16. Land at Smug
Oak Lane
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St Albans

Availability: Land in HCC ownership and potentially available.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a
moderate number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 13/19).
Congestion is noted for traffic routing through Radlett, particularly at Park
Rd/Watling St roundabout. Congestion is also noted to the west at A41/B462
roundabout in peak hours. Congestion is noted on the M1 southbound
approach in AM peak and M1 northbound in PM peak. This congestion is
likely to affect modelled travel times.

z

Suitability: Site is in the Green Belt. Planning permission granted for
residential development by the Secretary of State, decision dated 30th June
2016 (appeal reference APP/B1930/W/15/3028110).
Potential access achievable via Smug Oak Lane

z

Availability: Land in private ownership. Assumed site not available in light of
the above decision.

z

No – given the recent planning permission it is assumed that
the site is not suitable or available.
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Site Ref and Name

17. Former Radlett
Airfield
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Local
authority

St Albans

Comments

Score

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a
moderate number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 12/19).
Congestion is noted for traffic routing onto M1 via Mount Pleasant Lane due
to school drop off/pick up. No congestion is noted to the east due to rural
nature of the road network.

z

Suitability: This site is in the Green Belt. This site has an outline
permission for development of a Strategic Rail Freight Interchange,
comprising intermodel area, distribution buildings (Class B8 use) and other
related floorspace (Class B1/B2 use) and a new Park Street/Frogmore relief
road. It includes additional landscape and other works on further sites to
provide public access to open land and community forest. The overall
proposals involve some 419 hectares. Permission was granted by the
Secretary of State in 2014. Given the existing consent this site is not
considered to be available.
Potential access via the A414 N Orbital Road.

z

Availability: Site is in HCC ownership, however given the existing planning
permission it has been assumed that the site is not available.

z

Accessibility: 20 minutes or less travel time to the site provides for a low
number of people compared to the other sites (ranked 17/19). Congestion is
noted for traffic routing along the A414 North Orbital Rd. Congestion is noted
at Park St Roundabout and London Colney Roundabout in peak hours. This
congestion may affect modelled travel times.

z

Shortlist (Yes/No)

No – given the extant planning permission for a Strategic Rail Freight
Interchange it is assumed that the site is not available.
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Following a review of the information set out at Table 3.4 Site 4a Land east of the A41 at Kings Langley was
identified as the preferred site. This site performs well in terms of accessibility by car, is potentially available
and suitable. The site is not without constraints, there is a listed building on site that should be retained, it is
close to two SAMs, a Conservation Area and includes a Listed Building on site. It is close to existing
dwellings and there would be harm to the Green Belt associated with development. The topography of the
site is also an important consideration. There are also uncertainties around the impact on the capacity of
Junction 20 of the M25.
The next section looks at the site in more detail and includes consideration of accessibility by public
transport.
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4.

Assessing the Shortlisted Site

4.1

Introduction

This section undertakes a more detailed analysis of the shortlisted site in order to inform the later work that
will consider wider options for the provision of services in the area.
It provides an analysis in terms of impact on the Green Belt, environmental factors, accessibility (including
public transport, walking and cycling), highways and availability. Consideration is then given to risks
associated with delivery, abnormal costs and land values.

4.2

Limitations

This work has been predominantly undertaking as a desk based exercise. There was insufficient time to
consult with statutory consultees and statutory undertakers on the sites and the preferred option. This
includes Highways England who are responsible for the M25 and Junction 20. Discussions were however
undertaken with the County Council as the highways authority responsible for the A41 and roundabout and
other roads. Costings associated with abnormal costs are preliminary and would need to be the subject of
more detailed technical work.

4.3

The Preferred Option

The detailed assessment for the site is provided in Table 4.1 below. Constraints relating to the site are
shown on Figure 4.1.
In line with the brief and subsequent clarifications for the work consideration is given to the following factors:
f Risks;
f Abnormal costs; and
f Development principles plan.
The brief also required an indication of the likely cost of purchasing a site. This information will be provided in
a separate technical note that will be incorporated in the final version of this report.
Table 4.1 Detailed Appraisal of the Preferred Site
Commentary
Site reference and name

4a Land east of A41 (Broadfield and Wayside Farm)

Site area

Total site area is 50 ha but not all would be suitable for development – it is suggested that land take is
minimised to @6.8ha for buildings, car parking and landscaping buffer with the rest of the site
remaining in agricultural use.

Ownership

Hertfordshire County Council owns all of the land.

Existing use/occupiers

Tenanted agricultural holding.
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Table 4.1 (continued) Detailed Appraisal of the Preferred Site
Commentary
Accessibility
Safe walk routes to
the site

The A4251 is a well-lit 2 way single carriageway with a speed limit of 60mph reducing to 30mph upon
entering Kings Langley at Home Park Mill Link Rd/A4251 roundabout.
A footpath is provided along the eastern side of A4251 for its entirety, narrowing to approx. 1.5m south of
Home Park Mill Link Rd/A4251 roundabout. A footpath is provided along the western side of A4251
commencing adjacent to Jubilee Walk and continuing north into the centre of Kings Langley. A footpath
(approx. 1.5m) is provided along the southern side of the Home Park Mill Link Rd connecting the site to
West Herts College, Kings Langley Train Station and employment sectors (e.g. Imagination
Technologies). Two informal crossings are provided to access bus stops laybys on the western side of
the carriageway before a dedicated western footway begins. The first, 150m north of Langley Lodge
Lane. The second, at Home Park Mill Link Rd/A4251 roundabout utilising a refuge island.
Langley Lodge Lane is identified as a bridleway connecting the A4251 to Langley Lodge Farm across the
A41 via a bridge. Once the bridleway terminates at Langley Lodge Farm additional Public Rights of Way
(PRoW) routes are provided connecting to Chipperfield Rd to the north, Chipperfield Common to the
west, Bucks Hill and Berrybushes Wood to the south, and into the site via a footbridge over the A41 to
the north-east. Three PRoWs utilise access from this footbridge through the site. The first, connects to
the A4251 via Wayside Farm. The second, connects to Beechfield and parts of Kings Langley residential
areas. The third, connects to Rudolph Steiner School and onto Langley Hill, Archer Close and
Chipperfield Road. From these three points, pedestrians can safely continue on into Kings Langley
centre via footpaths and pavements.
An additional PRoW route is identified from the A4251, named Station Footpath, which provides direct,
off-road pedestrian access to Gaywoods Fishery and across Grand Union Canal via a separate
footbridge. The PRoW then continues eastbound to connect to Kings Langley Train Station.

Safe cycle routes to
the site

No advisory, local or national cycle routes are identified within proximity to the site.

Public transport
(including potential
for new service)

The site is well connected by bus with frequent bus services to Watford, Berkhamsted, Hemel
Hempstead, Tring, St Albans and Abbots Langley. There are 12 bus stops within walking distance (400m
catchment) of the site.
Five bus services route along the A4251. The 500 service and 501 service both run from Aylesbury to
Watford via Tring, Berkhamsted, Hemel Hempstead and Kings Langley. The services runs frequently
from Monday to Sunday. The 318 service runs from Hemel Hempstead to Watford via Bennetts End,
Nash Mills, Kings Langley and Abbots Langley. The service runs every hour from Monday to Saturday.
The 319 service runs from Watford to Chipperfield via Kings Langley. The service runs twice daily on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. The H19 service runs from Hemel Hempstead to Abbots Langley via
Apsley, Kings Langley and Bedmond. The service runs once daily on Tuesday and Thursday.
The H19 service additionally routes via a stop on Beechfield and 4 stops on Langley Hill which are all
within 400m walking catchment of the site via existing PRoWs, all of which are aforementioned in the
safe walk routes section of this proforma. The 319 service additionally routes via a stop on Chipperfield
Road and 4 stops on Langley Hill which are all within 400m walking catchment of the site via existing
PRoWs, all of which are aforementioned in the safe walk routes section of this proforma.
The site also benefits from close proximity to Kings Langley train station located approximately 600m
from the A4251/Home Park Mill Link Rd roundabout. Bus services 318, 319 and 501 all stop at the train
station before routing on into Kings Langley centre.
A London Midland service runs from London Euston to Milton Keynes Central via Harrow and
Wealdstone, Bushey, Watford Junction, Kings Langley, Apsley, Hemel Hempstead, Berkhamsted. Tring,
Cheddington and Bletchley. Services run from Kings Langley on a half hourly basis and take
approximately 25 minutes to reach London Euston and 50 minutes to reach Milton Keynes. Additional
rush hour services run to Birmingham New Street and Coventry as well as a weekday AM service to
Crewe.
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Table 4.1 (continued) Detailed Appraisal of the Preferred Site
Commentary
Capacity of road
network in vicinity of
site

Traffic speeds in the vicinity of the potential site access can be viewed using the Maps app in
www.google.co.uk. Interrogation of which suggests that the only traffic build-ups occur southbound on
the A4251, Monday to Friday, during typical morning and evening weekday peak hours.
Interrogation of the latest set (2015) of Department for Transport traffic count data, available on
http://www.dft.gov.uk/traffic-counts/index.php, indicates that the annual average daily flow, i.e. the
number of vehicles that will drive on a stretch of road on an average day of the year, between Home
Park Mill Link Road roundabout and M25 Junction 20 is 14,760 vehicles. The width of the road along
this stretch of the A4251 is approximately 7.3m. Based on this measurement, the two-way capacity of
the A4251 between Home Park Mill Link Road roundabout and M25 Junction 20 is estimated at 2,167
vehicles per hour.

Drop off/pick up in
vicinity of site

There would be potential to provide a drop off/pick up point within the development site.

Safety of road network
in vicinity of site

Interrogation of the website www.crashmap.co.uk, which uses official data from incidents reported to
the police, indicates that only two crashes occurred on the A4251 near to the potential site access
during the five year period 2011-2015.
One incident occurred in November 2012 in the vicinity of the bus stop serving southbound services
that is located approximately 60m north of the Home Park Mill Link Road roundabout. The incident was
classified as slight in terms of severity, i.e. where casualties have injuries that do not require hospital
treatment. The incident involved three vehicles and resulted in three casualties.
The other incident occurred in May 2013 in the vicinity of the bus layby serving northbound services
that is located approximately 190m north of Langley Lodge Lane. The incident was classified as slight
in terms of severity; involving two vehicles and resulting in 1 casualty.
Given the number of incidents recorded, and the time when they occurred, the A4251 in the vicinity of
the potential site access is not considered to be an accident hotspot.

Environmental

Site is within a Nitrate Vulnerable zone. This designation relates to the use of nitrogen fertilisers in
agriculture so development would not impact on this.
Wider area has experienced a number of chalk sink holes due to the underlying geology and past
mining activity in the area. Chalk was mined across Hertfordshire for lime which was used in
agricultural production but mines were rarely recorded.

Landscape and visual

No designated landscape features in or near the site. The eastern part of the site lies within the Upper
Gade Valley Landscape Character Area and the western part in the Sarratt Plateau. The following is a
summary from the Landscape Character Area Statements. The Upper Gade Valley area follows the
valley and associated side slopes from the southern edge of Hemel Hempstead to Hunton Bridge.
There is a strong influence from built development arising from its function as a transport corridor over
the centuries. The area is visually and functionally divided by built development, including industrial
uses, along the valley floor and up the valley sides where residential development follow roads that run
steeply perpendicular up the slopes. Key characteristics of the area include the level valley floor,
secondary valleys running perpendicular to the Gade, high proportion of 20th – century built
development, both in valleys and on the slopes. The statement identifies the overall objective for this
area as being to improve and conserve the area. Clearly development would not be consistent with
that objective but opportunities for mitigation can be identified using the strategy and guidelines for
managing change in the statement which include: planting new woodland and shelter belts on the top
of valley slopes, provide planting to minimise the impact of existing build development up the valley
sides, promote hedgerow restoration and creation to provide visual and ecological links between
existing and proposed woodland areas, encourage the establishment of wet native woodland along
water courses, improve public rights of way between the canal and valley slopes.
The eastern part of the site lies in the Sarratt Plateau, which extends further to the east and south of
the site. The area is located between the valleys of the River Chess to the west and the River Gade to
the east. Chipperfield marks the northern limit and and Croxley Green the southern. It is less urban in
character than the Upper Gade Valley. There would be an opportunity to contribute to the objectives of
the area, e.g. by increasing ponds and wetland areas.
Visual receptors include existing residents to the east and north of the site and there would be a need
to ensure that there visual amenity is maintained. Users of existing rights of way around the area
would also be visual receptors.

Residential amenity
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Need to ensure detailed scheme provides adequate separation between buildings and existing
residential properties to the east and north of the site in order to maintain the privacy of existing
dwellings and avoid overshadowing. Initial indications are that the site is of sufficient size to provide
adequate distance separation but this would need to be confirmed through detailed design.
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Table 4.1 (continued) Detailed Appraisal of the Preferred Site
Commentary
Ecology

No ecological designations on site. A phase 1 survey would be required to confirm the presence of
bat, badger, dormouse, riparian mammals, reptiles and great crested newts.

Cultural heritage

There is a Grade II Listed Building (Cedar Lodge) on site and this should be retained and incorporated
into the development. There are two SAMs, one to the south east (Little London moated site and
surrounding earthwork enclosures, Kings Langley) and one to the north west (Site of the Dominican
Priory, excluding inhabited parts). There would be impact on the setting of these features associated
with development.

Noise

As there are existing residential properties to the east and north of the site more detailed consideration
would need to be given to noise (including that associated with traffic) as a factor in the detailed design
and layout of any development. There are no existing uses that would be a bad neighbour for a
hospital.

Flood risk

Site is outside of fluvial flood zones. The developed area to the east of the site is identified as being
susceptible to surface water flooding2, this includes the roundabout on the eastern boundary of the site
and Holme Park Mill Link Road. There is also a small area on the site that is identified as susceptible
to surface water flooding. As with any greenfield development, any development here would need to
ensure that rates of surface water run-off where controlled so as not to contribute to surface water
flooding on or off site.

Groundwater source
protection area

The majority of the site and land to the west is in Ground Water Source Protection Zone 3. Defined as
the area around a source within which all groundwater recharge is presumed to be discharged at the
source. In confined aquifers, the source catchment may be displaced some distance from the source.
For heavily exploited aquifers, the final Source Catchment Protection Zone can be defined as the
whole aquifer recharge area where the ratio of groundwater abstraction to aquifer recharge (average
recharge multiplied by outcrop area) is >0.75.
Drinking Water Safeguard Zones are non-statutory zones where action to address water contamination
will be targeted if there is a risk of failing the drinking water protection objectives in the Water
Framework Directive. There are no such zones in or around the site.

2

Air quality

An Air Quality Management Area designated in Kings Langley (residential properties close to the M25 adjacent to the railway station) is proposed to be revoked (Three Rivers District Council Air Quality
Action Plan 2015 – 2020 2015 Edition). Potential air quality effects, including transport during both
construction and operation would need to be considered as part of any development proposals. West
Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS Trust’s Waste Management Policy is for clinical waste to be transported
off-site by a licensed contractor for incineration so it is assumed there are no potential effects on air
quality at this location associated with disposal of such wastes. Separate consideration would also
need to be given to any ventilation/extraction associated with the preparation of hot food.

Minerals

The site, along with the whole of the study area, is within a Sand and Gravel belt. The purpose of the
Sand and Gravel Belt is as a consultation trigger to ensure that District/Borough councils consult the
County Council before determining application for development in order to safeguard mineral deposits
that are, or may become, of economic importance from unnecessary sterilisation by surface
development. The County Council (as Minerals Planning Authority) would be a consultee at the time of
any planning application.

Agricultural Land
Quality

The Agricultural Land Classification Map for the Eastern Regional (ALC008) identifies the site as
Grade 3 (moderate quality).

Rights of way

There is a network of public footpaths around Kings Langley including a path through the existing farm.
The paths include linkages to the Hertfordshire Way footpath, which runs south west of the village from
east to west, crossing the A41 and the canal. There would be a need to divert the path but, given the
extent of land in HCC ownership there should be scope to maintain links with the other footpaths and
therefore preserve existing routes.

http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/leisculture/heritage1/landscape/hlca/lcacoll/
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Table 4.1 (continued) Detailed Appraisal of the Preferred Site
Commentary
Utilities

Thames Water Utilities Ltd. Is the statutory undertaker responsible for wastewater services for the area
and, under the Water Industry Act, has a duty to ensure that adequate sewer and treatment capacity is
in place to accommodate development.
Sewer upgrades needed to serve future developments are expected to be funded by the developers. If
it is necessary to lay off-site sewers to serve the developments then the normal procedure is for the
developer to requisition a connection point under Section 98 of the Water Industry Act 1991. The water
company will then design and construct a suitable sewer, which may include for enhancements to the
downstream sewer system to cater for the proposed flows. All costs associated with the requisition will
be recharged to the developer. The investment plans of water companies are based on a five year
cycle, the current cycle running from 2015 to 2020.
Maple Lodge Wastewater Treatment Works (WwTW) (located in Three Rivers District) serves
Dacorum, Three Rivers and a parts of a number of other local authorities. A trunk sewer serves a
number of Local Authority areas upstream before passing through Three Rivers District along the
valley of the River Colne. Upstream of Three Rivers, facilities exist to divert part of the existing load to
Blackbirds WwTW and the rest continues through the trunk sewer network for treatment at Maple
Lodge WwTW and subsequent discharge to the Grand Union Canal.
As a result, the capacity of Maple Lodge WwTW to accommodate the increase in wastewater will
depend on how much growth from other local authorities is allocated to the Maple Lodge catchment
and how much of this is diverted to Blackbirds WwTW or another WwTW. Whilst this initial analysis
suggests that there is some capacity, this will need to be determined as part of the preparation of any
planning application.
Affinity Water is the main supplier of potable water in Kings Langley. The water company area has not
been identified as one that is experiencing water stress. This area was previously supplied by Veolia
Water. The supply to the area is well reinforced with a number of reservoirs and strategic transfers in
place to maintain an adequate security to supply. Veolia Water previously indicated that they have
strategies in place to accommodate the potential increase in demand due to future RSS growth targets
whilst managing the limited water resources and accounting for future climate change. They predict no
major constraints to supplying these sites with potable water. These strategies rely partially on
increased water efficiency in both new and existing dwellings. The need for water efficiency measures
could be discussed as part of the preparation of a planning application.
The future supply of electricity and gas has been considered by both Dacorum and Three Rivers as
part of planning for future development, both authorities have prepared Infrastructure Delivery Plans.
These Plans suggest that there is adequate supply of electricity and gas but some local reinforcement
may be necessary to accommodate development. Those responsible for the network do not assess
the requirements of individual sites until they are approached by a developer who is willing to pay for
the assessment. Whilst this initial analysis suggests that there is existing capacity this will need to be
determined as part of the preparation of any planning application.

High Voltage Overhead
Power Lines

None present on site.

High pressure gas
pipelines

None present on site.

Ground quality
/contamination

Historic landfill of inert material has taken place on the site but the area proposed for development
would not affect this.

Impact on the purposes
of the Green Belt:

Each of the purposes of the Green Belt are considered below.

To check the
unrestricted sprawl
of large built-up
areas

There would be some harm to this purpose as the built up area of Kings Langley would be extended but
given the nature of the proposed development and the topography of the wider site it could be argued that
development of the site would not lead to unrestricted sprawl.

To prevent
neighbouring towns
merging into one
another

There would be no harm to this purpose at this location.
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Table 4.1 (continued) Detailed Appraisal of the Preferred Site
Commentary
To assist in
safeguarding the
countryside from
encroachment

The site is in the countryside so there would be harm to this purpose.

To preserve the
setting and special
character of historic
towns

Kings Langley has a rich history dating back to the 11th Century, with royal connections in the form of the
Royal Palace and Deer Park established during the 13th and 14th centuries respectively; the remains of the
Palace are still present to the west of the village (a SAM). The historic core of the village remains intact and
there is a designated Conservation Area. Given Kings Langley’s character and proximity of the site to
heritage features associated with its character and setting there would be harm to this purpose.

To assist in urban
regeneration, by
encouraging the
recycling of derelict
and other urban land

The site is not derelict or other urban land so there would be harm to this purpose. No suitable alternative
sites were identified as part of this exercise.

Availability / Timing

Site is potentially available but existing occupiers would need to be relocated so the site is not immediately
available. The Farm is held on a lifetime Agricultural Holdings Act tenancy. Even though the tenant
occupies the farm under a lifetime agreement, vacant possession can be secured on a number of grounds,
the call for the land to be developed is such a circumstance, for example notice could be served where
there is a requirement for land for a non-agricultural purpose where planning consent has been granted.
To terminate the tenancy there is a requirement for a minimum of minimum twelve months’ notice to the
occupier and payment of statutory compensation.

Risks
The preferred site is in the Green Belt and this represents a considerable risk. As outlined in Section 2 of this
report, very special circumstances would need to be demonstrated at the time of any planning application.
This risk could be reduced by seeking an allocation in the Dacorum Local Plan, effectively removing the land
from the Green Belt and allocating it for a hospital. Under this scenario exceptional circumstances for
amending the Green Belt boundary would need to be demonstrated by the Council. A clearly defined Green
Belt boundary would also need to be provided using physical features that are readily recognisable and likely
to be permanent.
The preferred site is also adjacent to two SAMs and a Conservation Area and a Grade II listed building lies
within the site. The presence of these features also represents a risk.
Paragraph 132 of the NPPF states:
“When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated
heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation. The more important the
asset, the greater the weight should be. Significance can be harmed or lost through alteration or
destruction of the heritage asset or development within its setting. As heritage assets are
irreplaceable, any harm or loss should require clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm
to or loss of a grade II listed building, park or garden should be exceptional. Substantial harm to or
loss of designated heritage assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments,
protected wreck sites, battlefields, grade I and II* listed buildings, grade I and II* registered parks
and gardens, and World Heritage Sites, should be wholly exceptional. “
Paragraph 133 continues:
“Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to or total loss of significance of a
designated heritage asset, local planning authorities should refuse consent, unless it can be
demonstrated that the substantial harm or loss is necessary to achieve substantial public benefits
that outweigh that harm or loss, or all of the following apply:
f the nature of the heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses of the site; and
f no viable use of the heritage asset itself can be found in the medium term through appropriate
marketing that will enable its conservation; and
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f conservation by grant-funding or some form of charitable or public ownership is demonstrably
not possible; and
f the harm or loss is outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site back into use.”
Paragraph 134 continues:
“Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a
designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal,
including securing its optimum viable use.”
In the case of the features that are relevant to this site it is assumed that the potential for harm would be to
their setting. A detailed assessment of the impact on these features would need to be undertaken in
accordance with the NPPF.
The impacts of this proposal on Junction 20 of the M25 are also uncertain at this stage. If works to increase
the capacity of the Junction are required then this would impact on the overall cost of the proposal if funding
from other sources is not available, e.g. the Growth and Housing Fund.

Abnormal Development Costs
Abnormal development costs are those which might be considered as project specific, i.e. they are not
‘typical’ construction costs and are classified as such, because they tend to have a notable cost
consequence. 3
4.3.1

The following are considered to be abnormal development costs:
f Provision of underground storage facilities to reduce surface water run-off;
f Provision of two storey car park;
f Potential need for archaeological work;
f Ground conditions;
f Bulk earthworks; and
f On-going maintenance of Cedar Lodge.

These factors are considered in turn below. It has not been possible to put a cost to all of the factors
identified above at this stage and the costs provided are preliminary and are based on published sources
and our own experience. They would need to be the subject of more detailed technical work.
Provision of underground storage facilities to reduce surface water run-off
This is a greenfield site adjacent to areas susceptible to flood risk and surface water flooding (see Table 4.1).
Attenuation measures will therefore be required. Opportunities to provide open water features will be
restricted if the land-take is limited to 6.8 ha. Underground storage is an alternative but more expensive,
hence it has been identified as an abnormal cost. Assuming no more onerous attenuation requirements
beyond greenfield run-off the additional cost of underground storage (based on work undertaking on a similar
sized site in Hertfordshire) is estimated at £475,000. This figure is based on the assumption that 3,500m3 of
storage is required. The build cost for open water features is £40/m3 and that for underground features is
£175/m3. So 3,500m3 of storage at (£175-£40) equals £475.000.

3 RICS, Practice Standards, UK, Cost analysis and benchmarking RICS Practice Standards, UK 1st edition,
guidance note, GN86/2011.
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Provision of two storey car park
Provision of a two storey car park will help reduce land take and the landscape and visual impacts of
development. It is considered particularly appropriate here given the elevated nature of the wider site.
SPONS 20164 identifies the cost of the provision of surface car parking at £1,950 per space and the cost of
decked parking at £11,000 per space. The residual cost per space is therefore £9,050. Assuming 1,250
spaces give a cost of £11,312,500. This cost may well reduce, depending on the detailed design of the car
park.
Potential need for archaeological work
Given the sites proximity to two SAMs it may well be that archaeological works are required and an
allowance of £100,000 is suggested for the purpose of the site evaluation exercise.
Ground conditions
As noted in Table 4.1 there is are potential issues with the underlying geology of the site and wider area.
Specialist surveys are therefore likely to be required to better understand ground conditions. These surveys
are not considered to represent an abnormal cost but there could be implications for construction and
foundation techniques with associated cost implications. At this stage it is not possible to be more specific.
Bulk earthworks
The topography of the site may result in a need for additional bulk earthworks to form a level construction
platform. This might be achieved through a cut and fill exercise or may require additional imported fill to
achieve the required formation level. There could also be additional foundation costs associated with the
topography i.e. greater piling cost, thickener slab foundations and construction of retaining walls. At this
stage it is difficult to estimate the additional costs for these elements.
On-going maintenance of Cedar Lodge.
The presence of Cedar Lodge a Grade II listed building within the proposed site, although a usual cost, it is
not a completely unknown factor when consider the costs associated with a proposed site. Without any
identified end use for the building, it is very difficult to estimate what the ”abnormal” costs could be in terms
of the Capital Construction Costs and / or the Whole life Costs.

Land Values
Budworth Hardcastle, an independent firm of Property Consultants, Valuers and Surveyors provided advice
in relation to the approach to the valuation of the site to inform the wider study and this is provided at
Appendix D of this report.

Development Principles Plan
A development principles plan is shown on Figure 4.2. This shows the extent of land take based on 6.8ha
and larger footprints. The 6.8ha footprint is positioned over the existing farm buildings and land on the
eastern side of the site in order to avoid higher ground and reduce the visibility of the development over a
wider area.
It is assumed that the Grade II Listed Building (Cedar Lodge) would need to be retained. Adequate distance
separation would also need to be provided between the new development and existing dwellings to the north
and east of the site.
In terms of access there is potential to create an arm off Home Park Mill Link Road/A4251 roundabout to
serve the site.

4

SPONS Architects and Builders Price Book 2016, CRC Press, 2015
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Conclusions

The West Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS Trust WHTT) and its Partners including Herts Valley Clinical
Commissioning Group (HVCCG) and Hertfordshire County Council (HCC) appointed Amec Foster Wheeler
to undertake a feasibility and assessment / options review of potential greenfield sites to inform the further
progression of the options analysis for acute hospital site locations to serve West Hertfordshire and the
development of a Strategic Outline Case for the potential hospital redevelopment.
Section 2 of this Report sets out the policy context at the national and local levels and implications for this
work. The Green Belt is a key consideration.
Section 3 of this Report sets out the approach to the identification of an initial ‘long list’ of sites within the
study area, the sites identified, a high level evaluation of these and findings in terms of whether or not sites
should be taken forward for more detailed consideration. Whilst a number of sites on the western side of St
Albans have been promoted in the past the St. Albans District Council has indicated that the Green Belt in
this location is too sensitive and development would not be supported. Two large sites in the district have
planning permission for other uses and are not available.
Site 4a Land east of A41 (Broadfield and Wayside Farm) is recommended as the preferred greenfield site.
The site is potentially available, performs well in terms of accessibility (relative to the other sites considered)
and is centrally located in the St Albans, Hemel Hempstead and Watford triangle relative to other sites
considered. The site is not unconstrained. It is in the Green Belt, adjacent to two SAMs and a Conservation
Area and has a Grade II Listed Building on site. The amenity of nearby residential properties will also need to
be considered. The site is not flat and bulk earthworks represent an abnormal cost. The impacts of this
proposal on Junction 20 of the M25 are also uncertain at this stage. If works to increase the capacity of the
Junction are required then this would impact on the overall cost of the proposal if funding from other sources
is not available, e.g. the Growth and Housing Fund.
Given the protection that the NPPF affords to the Green Belt it would be preferable for that site to be
removed from the Green Belt and incorporated in the EPR as a proposal. Dacorum is at an early stage in the
review and there is therefore a potential window of opportunity for a site to be incorporated in the revised
development plan.
The site will be considered further as part of the next stage of the evaluation of options as part of the
development of the Strategic Outline Case referred to above.
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Appendix A
Short Note on Estimate of Size of Site Required
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Appendix B
Accessibility of Options by Car
Site no.

Site description

Total population
within 20
minutes or less
drive time

Ranking

Surrounding congestion
levels

1

Bovingdon Airfield

431,180

19

Minor

2

Two Waters

538,499

15

Moderate

3

Paradise Fields

515,594

18

Moderate

4a

Land east of A41

561,168

3

Moderate

Land west of A41 (Chipperfield
Rd access)

14

Minor/Moderate

541,265

Land west of A41 (Langley
Lodge Ln access)

4

Moderate

561,007

5

Maylands Gateway

559,839

6

Moderate

6

E.Side of Hemel Hempstead
North

561,886

2

Moderate

7

E.side of Hemel Hempstead
South

562,672

1

Moderate

8

Gorhambury Estate

560,975

5

Moderate/Significant

9

Land N+S of A414, Potters
Crouch

552,489

7

Moderate/Significant

Land south of Bricket Wood

548,310

9

Significant

Land off J21, Chiswell Green

537,542

16

Moderate

Land S of M25 J21a, Bricket
Wood

542,191

11

Moderate/Significant

Land north of Noke Lane

548,083

10

Moderate

Land adj. to J21a, Bricket Wood

548,317

8

Moderate

Land at Patches Green

541,881

13

Moderate

Land off Smug Oak Lane

541,904

12

Minor/Moderate

Former Radlett Airfield

534,889

17

Moderate

4b

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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Appendix C
Highways and Vehicular Access
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B4505 Chesham Road to the
southwest:
x
2 way single lane
carriageway (approx.
6m wide) with
treeline fronting the
carriageway either
side of the entrance
to Bovingdon Market.
x
60mph speed limit in
the vicinity of the
single track access
and entrance to
Bovingdon Market.
x
40mph speed limit
south of the single
track access and on
the approach to the
B4505 Chesham
Road/Leyhill Road
junction.
B4505 Chesham Road to the
southeast:
40mph speed limit in
x
the vicinity of the
B4505 Chesham
Road/Leyhill Road
junction.
x
30mph at the
entrance to
Bovingdon.
A414 Two Waters Road:
x
2 lane dual
carriageway.
40mph speed limit.
x
A41 off-slip:
x
Single lane with
speed reduction
measures.

Roads bordering the site
Entrance to
Bovingdon Market.
Single track access
south of the entrance
to Bovingdon Market
and north of the
B4505 Chesham
Road/Leyhill Road
junction.

Gated farm access off the
A414 Two Waters Road.

x

x

Existing vehicular access
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C3

None.
Use of gated farm access
unsuitable given the:
Character of A414 Two
x
Waters Road (e.g. central
reservation, vehicle
speeds, traffic flows etc.).
x
Significant cost
implication to provide an
appropriate access
junction.

Potential vehicular access
opportunity
Potential access along
southwestern site frontage, given
the wide, well surfaced, access at
Bovingdon Market entrance where
appropriate visibility appears
achievable.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

A414 Two Waters
Road is the main
access road
between Hemel
Hempstead and the
A41.
Levels difference
on the land.
No footway
provision along the
site frontage.

The B4505 routes
through Bovingdon
proving a link
between Hemel
Hempstead and
Chesham.
Peripheral location
of the site to A
roads and strategic
road network.
Proximity of the
B4505 Chesham
Road/Leyhill Road
junction and
residential dwelling
access is a
constraint to access
via the
southeastern.
boundary of the site
No footway
provision along the
site frontage.

Other comments
Suitable access via
the entrance to
Bovingdon Market.
The site is
constrained by its
relative
remoteness.

No suitable means of
accessing the site.

x

x

Summary

x

A41:
x

2 lane dual
carriageway in a
cutting with dense
treeline either side.
70mph speed limit.

Hemel Hempstead Hospital
access road:
x
2 way single lane
carriageway of
approx. 5m.
x
Retaining wall
separates the
hospital from the site
and residential
properties to the
east.
x
Footway on the
western side of the
access road.
Wood Lane:
x
Access road to
employment/leisure
land uses.
30mph speed limit.
x
x
One-way in/one-way
out arrangement via
the A414 St Albans
Road.
St Albans Road:
x
2 lane dual
carriageway.
40mph speed limit.
x

Roads bordering the site

x

x

None.

Access achievable
via Langley Lodge
Lane.
Farm access via
Wayside Farm.

Existing vehicular access
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Potential vehicular access
opportunity
Access off A41 off-slip unsuitable
given the:
speeds at which traffic will
x
be coming off the A41.
x
road safety implications of
having an access off an
off-slip.
Potential access through rear of
Hemel Hempstead Hospital car
park:
Constraints:
Impact on existing parking
x
and traffic generated by
Hemel Hempstead
Hospital.
x
Narrow access road will
limit road widening
opportunities due to high
retaining wall.
x
Hospital car park located
adjacent to the
northwestern boundary of
the site.
Opportunities:
Tie in with existing bus
x
provision.
Potential access via Wood Lane,
subject to redesign of junction with
A414 St Albans Road. However,
conflict with Wood Lane
employment/leisure traffic.
x
Site needs to be
considered in the context
of the proposals for
redevelopment of the
existing hospital site and
wider area.
Potential access via A4251.
Constraints:
x
Proximity to A41
roundabout.
x

x

High embankment
on eastern side of
the A41.
Levels difference
on land.

Levels difference between
Hospital car park and site.

Other comments

x

Suitable access
road. Potential
access to site
gained through
Wayside Farm
entrances.

Potential access via existing
Hospital access or via Wood
Lane.

Summary

A4251:
x
2 way single lane
carriageway of
approx. 6m width.
x
Footway on eastern
side of carriageway
and, partially, on
western side of
carriageway upon
entering Kings
Langley.
60mph reducing to
x
30mph upon entering
Kings Langley.
x
Direct residential
frontage.
Chipperfield Road:
x
2 way single lane
carriageway of
approx. 6m width.
x
40mph speed limit.
x
Direct residential
frontage and footway
on northern side of
carriageway.
A41:
x
2 lane dual
carriageway in a
cutting with dense
treeline either side of
the carriageway.
x
70mph speed limit.
Langley Lodge Lane:
x
Single lane
carriageway of
approx. 3.3m.
x
Bridge structure
across A41 approx.
4m.
x
Currently used as a
farm access for
Langley Lodge.

Roads bordering the site

x

x
Access to Kings
Langley Riding
School.
Farm access at
Langley Lodge.

Existing vehicular access
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Potential access at Langley Lodge:
Constraint:
Carriageway is narrow.
x
x
Bridge structure will need
upgrading which has
significant cost
implications.
Opportunities:
Widening of carriageway
x
should be achievable.

Potential access via Chipperfield
Road:
Constraints:
x
Visibility restricted in both
directions.
x
Flag bus stop present
along site frontage and
opposing.
Opportunities:
x
Tie-in with existing bus
provision along the road.

Potential vehicular access
opportunity
x
Bus lay-bys present on
western side of
carriageway.
Opportunities:
x
Access via Langley Lodge
Lane.
x
Appropriate visibility
should be achievable.
Tie-in with existing bus
provision along the road.
x
Potential to create an arm
off Home Park Mill Link
Road/A4251 roundabout.

x

x

x

x

x

Levels difference
on land.
Hedge removal
required to facilitate
a new access via
Chipperfield Road.
High embankment
on western side of
A41.
Proximity of A41 to
on and off-slips

Hedge/tree removal
required to facilitate
a new access off
the A4251.

Other comments

x

x

x

Potential access to
site via Kings
Langley Riding
School entrance.
Potential access via
Langley Lodge if
carriageway were
to be widened and
bridge structure
upgraded.

Potential to create
an arm off Home
Park Mill Link
Road/A3251
roundabout to
serve the site.

Summary

Maylands Avenue:
x
Runs through the
southwestern
section of the site.
x
Wide two-lane
carriageway with
reservation.
Footways located on
x
opposing sides of
the carriageway.
A414 Breakspear Way:
x
Adjacent to the
southern boundary.
x
Dual carriageway.
x
Footway located on
the northern side of
the carriageway.
Green Lane:
x
Adjacent to eastern
site boundary.
x
Wide two-lane
carriageway.
Boundary Way:
x
Adjacent to northern
site boundary.
x
2 way single lane
carriageway of
approx. 7m with
reservation
30mph speed limit
x
x
Footways provided
on both sides of
carriageway.
Industrial estate to
x
the north.
Wood Lane End:
Forms one arm of a
x
crossroads junction
with Maylands
Avenue.
Provides access to
residential and

5
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Roads bordering the site

x

x

x

x
Gated access off
Maylands Avenue.
Buncefield Lane, off
A414 Breakspear
Way, subject to a
7.5t weight
restriction.
Gated access off
Boundary Way.
Gated access off
Wood Lane End.

Existing vehicular access
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Potential vehicular access
opportunity
With the exception of the access
off Wood End Lane, all existing
vehicular accesses have the
opportunity to provide access.

x

x

x
Access off
Boundary Way in
proximity to a
number of
junctions.
Narrow
carriageway and
footway in proximity
of the Wood Lane
End access.
No footways
present along
Green Lane.

Other comments
Potential access via
Maylands Avenue,
Buncefield Lane and
Boundary Way.

Summary

employment land
uses.
Cherry Tree Lane:
x
Single lane
carriageway.
x
Dense tree line and
narrow footway on
eastern side of
carriageway along
site boundary.
x
7.5t weight
restriction.
B487 Hemel Hempstead
Road:
x
Two-lane single
carriageway.
x
No footways in
vicinity of existing
access.
60mph speed limit in
x
vicinity of existing
access.
Punchbowl Lane:
x
Single lane
carriageway
bordering the
southern site
boundary.
Dense tree line and
x
hedgerow front the
carriageway.
M1 motorway:
x
Located adjacent to
eastern site
boundary.
Punchbowl Lane:
x
Single lane
carriageway
bordering the
southern site
boundary.

Roads bordering the site

DfT access road,
located approx. 80m
north of A414/Green
Lane roundabout.
Gated access off
Green
Lane/Boundary Way
roundabout.
Hogg End Lane.
Northernmost arm of
Green Lane which

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Single track access
off B487 Hemel
Hempstead Road.
Gated farm access
off Cherry Tree Lane.
Residential access
off Cherry Tree Lane.
Private Drive, leading
to Lilly Lane, off
Cherry tree Lane.
Residential access
off Punchbowl Lane
with substandard
visibility.
Gated farm access
off Punchbowl Lane.

x

Existing vehicular access
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Potential access via
existing access off B487
Hemel Hempstead Road.
Cherry Tree Lane and
Punchbowl Lane are
inappropriate for hospital
vehicles and current
accesses located off them
are substandard.

Potential to utilise all existing
points of access.

x

x

Potential vehicular access
opportunity

Proximity to the M1
motorway and A414, which
links with the M1 at Junction
8.

Bus provision along the
B487 Hemel Hempstead
Road.

Other comments

Potential to utilise all existing
points of access.

Potential access via existing
access off B487 Hemel
Hempstead Road.

Summary

Dense tree line and
hedgerow front the
carriageway.
Hogg End Lane:
x
60mph single lane
carriageway subject
to 7.5t weight
restriction.
Green Lane:
60mph adjacent to
x
southern land parcel
boundary with no
footway provision.
x
Wide two-lane
carriageway adjacent
to northern land
parcel.
A414:
x
2 lane dual
carriageway.
x
70mph speed limit.
x
Footway provided to
the south of the
carriageway.
Westwick Row:
Narrow single lane,
x
predominantly,
residential access
road.
x
Hedgerow fronting
site boundary and no
footway provision.
M1 motorway/A414:
x
Located adjacent to
eastern site
boundary.
A4147 Hemel Hempstead
Road:
x
2 way single lane
carriageway of
approx. 6.5m in a
cutting with dense
treeline.

x

Roads bordering the site

x

x

x

Farm access gate on
southern side of
carriageway approx.
200m east of Hemel
Hempstead.
Farm access gate on
northern side of
carriageway approx.
240m east of Hemel
Hempstead.

currently provides
access to Punchbowl
Park.
Access off A414 to
the southern land
parcel.

Existing vehicular access
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Potential access via the A4147
Hemel Hempstead Road.

Potential vehicular access
opportunity

x

x

The A4147 Hemel
Hempstead Road
links Hemel
Hempstead and St
Albans.
Bus provision along
the A4147 Hemel
Hempstead Road.

Other comments

Potential access via the
A4147 Hemel Hempstead
Road.

Summary

A4147 Hemel Hempstead
Road:
x
2 way single lane
carriageway of
approx. 6.5m in a
cutting with dense
treeline and absence
of footways.
x
40mph speed limit
reducing to 30mph
upon entering Hemel
Hempstead.
x
Predominantly
farmland to the south
and forestry to the
north of the
carriageway.
x
Dirt track on the
northern side of the
carriageway from the
western boundary for

40mph speed limit
reducing to 30mph
upon entering Hemel
Hempstead.
x
Predominantly
farmland on either
side of carriageway.
Westwick Row:
Runs through the site
x
and is subject to a
60mph speed limit.
x
Narrow single lane
carriageway with
hedgerow on
opposing sides.
Provides access to
x
residential dwellings
and farms.
x
Occasional passing
bays.

x

Roads bordering the site

Farm access gate on
southern side of
A4147 approx. 350m
east of A414.
Farm access gate on
southern side of
A4147 approx. 1km
east of A414.
Farm access gate on
southern side of
A4147 approx. 890m
west of A4147/King
Harry Lane
roundabout.
Farm access gate on
southern side of
A4147 approx. 270m
west of A4147/King
Harry Lane
roundabout.
Gated farm access
on Potters Crouch

x

x

x

x

x

x

Farm access gate on
northern side of
carriageway approx.
160m west of M1.
Westwick Row.

x

Existing vehicular access
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x

x
Potential access via
A4147 Hemel Hempstead
Road accesses would
require treeline to be cut
back to improve visibility.
Access via Appspond
Lane at the northern end
where it meets the A4147
Hemel Hempstead Road
and/or via the landfill site.
Access here benefits from
proximity to bus provision
along the A4147 Hemel
Hempstead Road.

Potential vehicular access
opportunity

x

x

The A4147 Hemel
Hempstead Road
links Hemel
Hempstead and St
Albans.
The A414 bridges
the A4147 Hemel
Hempstead Road.

Other comments

Potential points of access off
the A4147 Hemel
Hempstead Road and
Appspond Lane.

Summary

Dual carriageway
runs through the site
severing it into
northern and
southern parcels.
Potters Crouch Lane /
Bedmond Lane:
x
Single lane
carriageway with
passing places.
Road widens on the
x
approaches to the
underpass beneath
A414. The bridge at
this point has a 15’ 9”
height restriction.
Ragged Hall Lane
x
Narrow single lane
carriageway.
x
Foliage and trees
increase in density
upon heading
eastward.
Occasional passing
x
places.
Appspond Lane
x
Two-lane
carriageway at its
northern end.
x
Narrows to a single
lane carriageway
thereafter and down
to its staggered
junction with Blunts
Lane.
Occasional passing
x
places.
No footways.

A414:
x

a distance of approx.
800m.

Roads bordering the site

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lane / Bedmond
Lane, approx. 900m
south of the junction
with the A4147
Hemel Hempstead
Road.
Residential dwelling
access off Potters
Crouch Lane (north
of the A414).
Forestry access off
Potters Crouch Lane
(south of the A414).
Forestry access off
Ragged Hall Lane at
the crossroads with
Furzebushes Lane.
Farm access on
Appspond Lane,
approx. 40m north of
the staggered
junction with Blunts
Lane.
Access to landfill site
at the northern end of
Appspond Lane.
Access to three
farms/dwellings
approx. halfway
along the road.

Existing vehicular access
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Potential vehicular access
opportunity
Other comments

Summary

Dense treeline and
hedgerow along most
of the site frontage.
M1 motorway:
x
Located adjacent to
western site
boundary.
Mount Pleasant Lane to the
north:
x
2 way single
carriageway of
approx. 5.75m.
30mph speed limit.
x
x
Direct residential
frontages and
footways on both
sides of carriageway.
x
Traffic calming
measures in the form
of pelican crossing
with zigzags and
signage.
M1 and M25 motorways:
x
Lie adjacent to the
southern site
boundary.
Blunts Lane:
x
Single lane
carriageway of
approx. 3m.
x
60mph speed limit.
x
Predominantly
farmland either side
of carriageway.
A405 N Orbital Road:
x
2 lane dual
carriageway.
70mph speed limit.
x
x
Predominantly
farmland on either
side.
Noke Lane:

Roads bordering the site

x

x

x

x

Farm access on
Noke Lane approx.
430m west of the
junction with the
A405 N Orbital Road.
Farm access gate on
the southern side of
Blunts Lane, approx.
20m east of M1.

Depot ingress/egress
off the M1
southbound.
Farm access gate on
the southern side of
the carriageway west
of Mount Pleasant
Lane School.

Existing vehicular access
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Site

C11

Unsuitable access
location off the M1.
Proximity to Mount
Pleasant Lane School
gate, residential dwellings
and residential access
indicates that use of the
farm access would also
be unsuitable.

Unsuitable accesses due to
character of roads (e.g. rural,
narrow, poor visibility etc.).

x

x

Potential vehicular access
opportunity

x

x

Levels difference
on land.
Inability for traffic
heading
southbound along
A405 to turn right
and access site.

Other comments

Unsuitable accesses off
Blunts Lane and Noke Lane.

Unsuitable accesses off the
M1 and Mount Pleasant
Lane.

Summary

Single lane
carriageway of
approx. 3m down to
the Miriam Lane
junction where the
carriageway
becomes two-lane.
x
7.5t weight
restriction.
M25 motorway:
x
Lies adjacent to
northern site
boundary.
A405 N Orbital Road:
x
2 lane dual
carriageway.
70mph speed limit.
x
x
Predominantly
farmland to the west
of the carriageway.
x
Main access road to
Bricket Wood on the
eastern side of the
carriageway.
Noke Lane:
x
Single lane
carriageway of
approx. 3m down to
the Miriam Lane
junction where the
carriageway
becomes two-lane.
x
7.5t weight
restriction.
M25 motorway:
x
Adjacent to southern
site boundary.
Lye Lane:
x
Single lane
carriageway approx.
3m wide.
x
30mph speed limit.
A405 N Orbital Road:

x

Roads bordering the site

Access point on Lye Lane,
approx. 180m from junction
with A405 N Orbital Road.

Access to a farm.

Farm access gate on the
western side of the
carriageway, approx. 180m
west of M25/A405
interchange.

Existing vehicular access
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Site

C12

Unsuitable due to character of road
(rural, narrow, poor visibility etc.).

Access unsuitable north of the
Miriam Lane access due to
character of road (rural, narrow,
poor visibility etc.).

Potential access, given the
proximity to major road network,
but would be subject to a leftin/left-out arrangement without
removal of central reservation at
this location.

Potential vehicular access
opportunity

Short section of new road
layout (including road
widening) on Miriam Lane
and Noke Lane due to
development of Butterfly
World access.

Levels difference on land.

Other comments

Access point on Lye Lane,
unsuitable due to character
of road.

Access road unsuitable due
to narrow, rural character.

Potential access off the
A405 N Orbital Road.

Summary

Smug Oak Lane:
x
2 way single lane
carriageway with
dense treeline to the
south.
x
Direct residential
frontage and footway
on northern side of
carriageway.

2 lane dual
carriageway.
70mph speed limit.
x
Predominantly
farmland on either
side.
M1 to the southwest:
x
2 way 3 lane
carriageway.
x
70mph speed limit.
A41 to the southwest:
x
2 lane dual
carriageway.
70 mph speed limit.
x
Radlett Road to the southeast:
x
2 way single lane
carriageway of
approx. 6.5m width.
x
50mph speed limit,
reducing to 30mph
upon entering
residential area to
the south and Radlett
to the north.
x
Predominantly
farmland on either
side of the
carriageway.

x

Roads bordering the site

Blocked access
located off Smug
Oak Lane, approx.
500m east of junction
with Station Road.
Single track farm
access located off
Smug Oak Lane,
approx. 1,000m east

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Farm access gate on
western side of
carriageway near
crossing with M1.
Farm access gate on
western side of
carriageway, approx.
220m south of
Church Lane
junction.
Farm access gate on
southern side of
carriageway, approx.
170m east of Church
Lane junction.
Access on northern
side of carriageway,
approx. 20m west of
Roundbush Lane.
Access via Primrose
Lane.
Farm access gate at
Highcross junction.

x

Existing vehicular access
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Site

C13

Unsuitable to have an
access off the motorway.
x
A41 unsuitable due to
character of road (e.g.
central reservation,
vehicle speeds, flows
etc.). Significant cost
implication to provide an
appropriate access
junction. Proximity to on
and off-slips of gradeseparated roundabout.
Dense treeline and levels
difference on both sides
of the carriageway.
Potential access via Radlett Road
Constraints:
x
Bus stops along site
frontage.
x
Proximity to existing
junctions and residential
dwellings.
x
Proximity to bus lay-bys.
Opportunities:
x
Tie-in with existing bus
provision along the road.
x
Appropriate visibility
should be achievable
Blocked access off Smug Oak
Lane forms the minor arm of a
priority junction arrangement. The
junction has a wide bellmouth,
visibility appears suitable and it lies
within easy access to the M25
motorway.

x

Potential vehicular access
opportunity

Embankment on
eastern side of
A41, plus grade
separated junction
with high retaining
walls.
Carriageway
provides the main
direct access route
to the village of
Aldenham.
Hedge/tree removal
required to facilitate
a new access via
Radlett Road.

The other access points are
unsuitable because of the
work that would be required
to bring them up to standard.

x

x

x

Other comments

Suitable access via
Radlett Road with a
number of existing
farm access gates
onto the site.
Potential to develop
land bordering
Patchetts Green to
the west.

Potential access achievable
via Smug Oak Lane.

x

x

Summary

Drop Lane:
x
Single lane
carriageway along
the southern
boundary of the site.
x
40mph speed limit.
x
7.5t weight
restriction.
Dense tree line along
x
its length.
M25 Motorway:
x
Forms the southern
boundary to the site.
A414 N Orbital Road:
x
2 lane dual
carriageway.
70mph speed limit.
x
x
Footway on the
southern side of the
carriageway.

Roads bordering the site

Gated access off the A414 N
Orbital Road, approx. 160m
west of bridge over railway
track.

x

x

of junction with
Station Road.
Access to Hanstead
Livery & Riding
School off Drop
Lane.
Two gated accesses
via Drop Lane.

Existing vehicular access
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Site

C14

Wide access junction incorporating
a left-in, left-out arrangement.

Potential vehicular access
opportunity

Site bound by railway track
to the east and Frogmore
residential and industrial
boundaries to the west.

Other comments

Potential access via the
A414 N Orbital Road.

Summary

D1
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Appendix D
Note on Land Values from Budworth Hardcastle
Background
Budworth Hardcastle is an independent firm of Property Consultants, Valuers and Surveyors dealing with
industrial, warehousing, office, retail and all types of commercial property. This note has been prepared to
inform the consideration of land values but is only intended as a preliminary assessment and does not
constitute a valuation of the site.
When assessing the value of land for use for a specific purpose such as a hospital, the alternative use value
is usually adopted.
Typically in order to secure land for development for that use, a value commensurate with the alternative use
likely on the land will need to be paid in order to be competitive in market conditions.
Hospital land is quite often ‘gifted’ or has been held by the Government or Local Authority for a period of time
for such use. It can also be allocated under the planning regime and therefore a standalone market for health
use related land is rarely available as a comparable.
Where the land needs to be acquired in normal market conditions consideration needs to be given to the
value at which the vendor would otherwise be able to sell the land in order to encourage them to effect the
disposal.
Due to accessibility both from public transport and highways, hospital sites are traditionally close to
residential areas or on main arterial roads or adjacent to the main highways in and around major towns and
cities.
The site that has been identified typifies that type of location being adjacent to residential development in an
edge of town location.

Methodology
In order to make an assessment as to the parameters likely in terms of value of the land, consideration
needs to be given to the current status of the land both in terms of immediate and short to medium term
potential.
A vendor of part of Wayside Farm will need to have his current interest reflected as if the land had been put
to the market, openly advertised, and promoted.
There are a number of constituent parts and considerations to be given to the valuation of the land as
follows:
1.
2.

The existing use for the land with no consideration for ‘hope value’ or promotional value.
The alternative use value for the land – this could be a number of alternative uses subject to
planning permission. The likelihood and risk profile would then need considering.

3.

The alternative use value to a developer based on a Promotional Agreement / Option for the value
assuming some element of ‘hope value’ but assuming a purchase prior to achieving consent.
4.
A purchase now at above existing use value, but without planning consent which reflects the “hope
value” of getting such consent (an unlikely scenario).

In reality a purchaser may be happy to pay the existing use value for the land as agricultural land but how
much additional value they would attribute without the security of either an option / promotional agreement or
a subject to planning deal is a matter for the assessment of the risk associated with the application for the
chosen planning use. It is unlikely in current market conditions that a value much greater than existing use
value would be speculated on the site without due diligence having been undertaken.
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This above scenarios leaves us then with very large parameters in terms of the likely values for the site. The
values for 2, 3, and 4 above assume services to the edge of the site only.

Valuation Considerations
When assessing the alternatives identified above there are a number of variables associated with each
scenario. Even with an alternative use value, there is currently no scheme to value as such, and for the
gross to net ratios and net developable areas are not defined which would have a significant impact on the
value being paid.
An exercise by way of a residual valuation could be undertaken, but it is perhaps appropriate to assess the
overall value of the land based on alternative projects for that use elsewhere.
1. Agricultural Use
The value of agricultural land varies depending on the quality of the land. Given the area involved,
assessments on agricultural land are between £10,000.00 and £20,000.00 per acre.
Larger holdings of 100 acres plus are capable of being purchased closer to £10,000.00 - £15,000.00 per
acre.
2. The alternative use for this site
Hertfordshire County Council own the site and through discussions undertaken as part of this study advised
that the site is considered to have potential for residential development in the medium to long term.
In normal circumstances, a landholder would not necessarily be looking to sell at the present time but
perhaps enter into an Option / Promotional Agreement with a potential developer / purchaser. This is most
likely to take the form of a small option payment with then an agreement on value subject to best endeavours
to promote the site for residential purposes.
However an assessment of the value of the site should it obtain planning consent is of interest as another
parameter.
In terms of value with a residential consent, this is heavily dependent upon infrastructure costs, the net
developable area, the requirements for attenuation and open space, the section 106/CIL requirements, the
affordable requirements etc. As identified above, without a scheme to value there is no solid basis for the
figures provided.
We can however consider residual valuations and sales undertaken on other sites in this area. There is a
significant change in values leading from the north of Hertfordshire through towards London with land values
almost doubling in the more expensive areas.
The area to the south of Hemel Hempstead around Kings Langley generally shows an uplift on Hemel
Hempstead values with good accessibility to the A41, M1 and M25 combined with a rural environment.
Larger tracts of land have not been sold in this area recently, but sale values are more akin to Berkhamstead
and therefore land values of c. £2,500,000 per net developable acre (£6,170,000per net hectare) could be
achieved. This is reflective of the multi-unit larger scale housing developer assuming a 35% affordable
allocation in this area.
What we are not capable of knowing at the present time is how much net developable space would be
attributable to the land, and the relationship between the net and gross figures. The vendor should only
require an amount equal to the amount paid for the gross area in respect of the sale to any alternative
purchasers.
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3. Option / Promotional Agreement
The position of a vendor that entered into such an agreement would be that they are likely to achieve a small
capital payment upfront and thereafter agree circa 85% - 87.5% of the market value of the land once
planning permission has been achieved. The 12.5% - 15% reduction in value is to reflect the cost of
promotion and subsequently obtaining planning permission on the site for residential consent.
In terms of value therefore, the initial value is minimal but with the potential to obtain the full residential land
value within a set option period. If not the land would revert to the vendor.
In many ways would be the most likely scenario to a willing vendor at the present time. In an open market
situation if a promotion is not going to be undertaken directly by the vendor then to have a purchaser take on
the task of obtaining planning permission and the costs associated with providing such an application for
consent and thereafter typically 85% - 87.5% of value would be paid upon receipt of satisfactory planning.
A purchase therefore would have a view to paying 85% – 87.5% of the residential value in 2 above but would
take on the promotional and other costs associated with an application.
4. Hope Value
If consideration is given to the maximum amount payable at the present time which a purchaser would give
for land with existing value plus ‘hope value’ then the value depends as to how optimistic the purchaser is if
the land is to be developed in the near future.
In order to provide a valuation in this regard, the current agricultural value for the land would be adopted and
the ‘hope value’ would be calculated as the assumed value of the land per acre / hectare less the agricultural
value deferred for a period to reflect a sensible time frame to obtain consent at a yield appropriate to the
likely investment value for that capital. This provides the present value in that set number of years. It is
thereafter a consideration of how much or what percentage of that uplift in value, (deferred for a reasonable
period of time), reflects the risk of obtaining / not obtaining consent. 30%.
It would appear in this particular scenario that there is a possibility that the land would be developed albeit in
a five to ten year time frame. For the purposes of this calculation we have therefore assumed a deferment of
seven years until consent is obtained. It is still very hypothetical to consider how much a developer would
“gamble” on obtaining consent but at least reflects the risk and deferment in turn. As to whether there would
be a developer who would speculate in current market conditions and with the promotion of other more
readily available land on the market is another matter.
For the purposes of this exercise it is assumed that a 20% uplift may be obtainable.

Values
Based on the above considerations the parameters are as follows:
1.

Exsting use value - Agricultural Land - £15,000.00 per gross acre. 14.83 acres (6 hectares) =
£222,500;

2.

Alternative use value - Residential Land - £2,500,000.00 per acre. If we assume 80% of the land
would be developable then this gives £29,660,000;

3.

Promotional Land value - £2,125,000.00 (upon receipt of planning consent). Again if 80% is
notionally developable then this gives £25,210,000; and

4.

Value Now Assuming ‘hope value’ - £300,000.00 per acre. 14.83 acres (6 hectares) = £4,450,000

The most likely scenario is option three. A subject to planning purchase which is what is most likely to
happen in an open market context should there be a willing vendor and a willing purchaser reflects the
alternative use value best.
Through discussions undertaken as part of this study, officers advised that there might be some flexibility in
the purchase price for the site, if the intended end use is a hospital. This would be subject to demonstrating
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compliance with relevant sections of the 1972 Local Government Act in relation to the disposal of land by
local authorities.
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